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Executive Summary 
 
HUD is attempting to limit DPA from nationwide governmental entities based on incorrect 
assumptions, and without any data whatsoever that shows DPA provided on a nationwide basis 
poses a risk to the FHA Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund (“MMIF”).  If HUD were properly 
managing DPA, the MMIF could be protected while providing more DPA to minority and other 
borrowers.  HUD can make a single, simple change to the way it collects data in order to provide 
proper oversite to governmental DPA providers.  Doing so would also follow the directive in the 
recently released “Memorandum on Federal Housing Reform”, issued March 27, 2019 (the 
“Memo”) that HUD “[assess] the risks and benefits associated with providing assistance to first-
time home buyers, including down-payment assistance.”  In addition, by providing a “monitored 
marketplace,” HUD can comply with another directive from the Memo, which is that HUD 
“[reduce] taxpayer exposure through improved risk management and program and product 
design.” 
 
HUD is attempting to make the case that nationwide DPA programs generally are too risky 
because of their past experience with another type of nationwide DPA, which has been illegal 
since 2008.  HUD guidelines require that a borrower provide a 3.5% down payment to qualify for 
an FHA insured mortgage.  If a borrower does not have those funds, their down payment can 
come from relatives, non-profits and governmental entities.  It is the Cedar Band of Paiutes’ 
(“Cedar Band”) status as a governmental entity that qualifies it to provide DPA under HUD 
guidelines.  Sellers have always been prohibited from providing DPA. 
 
In the early 2000’s, however, a practice arose whereby a seller contributed funds to a non-profit, 
which would then provide a down payment on the borrower’s behalf to purchase the seller’s 
property.  The FHA first mortgages for which a non-profit provided this seller-funded DPA 
performed poorly for reasons completely unrelated to where the DPA provider was located.  Non-
profits providing SFDPA operated on a nationwide basis.  CBCMA does not provide SFDPA, and 
its programs have nothing in common with the programs of non-profits that provided SFDPA 
except that CBCMA does operate on a nationwide basis.  This nationwide operation is apparently 
sufficient for HUD to target CBCMA.  HUD has assumed that nationwide operation will 
somehow put the MMIF at risk for the simple reason that the DPA comes from a nationwide 
provider.  At the same time, HUD ignores the fact that most governmental entities that provide 
DPA locally have major portions of their programs operated by national companies.  
 
HUD continues to assume that nationwide programs are risky because HUD has a significant 
blind spot.  HUD does not record which governmental program is providing assistance on any 
specific FHA loan, so it cannot tell which programs are performing well and which are not.  In 
spite of the fact that many governmental entities do not have complete performance data on their 
own programs, to compensate for its lack of data, HUD has asked governmental entities to 
provide HUD with their performance data, which is simply not good management.  
 
Good management of the risk of its DPA programs will require that HUD change the data that 
originators enter into a single field on the mortgage form.  By making this simple change, HUD 
will be able to see for itself that CBCMA’s programs do not pose a risk to the fund.  Even though 
CBCMA has provided HUD with data that shows its program outperforms the average 
governmental entity providing DPA, HUD continues to pursue avenues of dramatically limiting 
CBCMA’s program, possibly demonstrating a bias against Native American operations, or an 
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erroneous belief that local governmental entities will do what is in the best interest of the MMIF 
because they are politically accountable. 
 
As a result of its erroneous assumptions, HUD is seeking to limit CBCMA to operating only on 
the reservation or to assisting only Cedar Band members.  HUD was reportedly initially intending 
to impose these restrictions in 2017 with a Mortgagee Letter, which is an informal policy 
clarification method.  CBCMA approached HUD, contending that such a change would require a 
rule making.  Subsequently, HUD published an ANPR in both the 2018 Spring  (the “Spring 
ANPR”) and Fall regulatory agendas announcing such rulemaking, but has not yet advanced a 
rulemaking. 
   
HUD is now seeking a legislative change that will likely restrict CBCMA’s operations to the 
reservations or to assisting only Cedar Band members, although the language will doubtless be a 
generic restriction that all governmental entities must act only in their political boundaries.  The 
Administration's FY 2020 Budget sent to Congress on March 14, 2019, includes the following: 
 

Downpayment Assistance from Government Entities (Sec. 203(b)(9)(c) of the National 
Housing Act 12 USC 1709). . . .  FHA and industry participants continue to evaluate how 
such financial benefit should be interpreted when applied towards government entities 
that are providing such assistance. Furthermore, questions have arisen around the 
geographic and legal boundaries surrounding the ability of these entities to provide 
such assistance.  
 

Of the families assisted by the Band’s program, 54% are minorities, so the program is 
instrumental in mitigating the racial wealth gap.  And terminating the Band's program by limiting 
it to the reservation has broad implications that are extremely detrimental to Indian American 
interests generally.  If HUD will simply implement good management procedures, both of the 
above interests can be preserved will protecting the FHA fund.  It is important for policymakers to 
understand that: 
 
 HUD’s proposals to address nationwide DPA are not based on data. 

 
 HUD’s unsubstantiated bias against nationwide programs is caused by its bad experience 

with seller-funded down payment assistance, which has nothing in common with the DPA 
provided by governmental entities today, including CBCMA. 
 

 The data HUD provided in its 2018 Annual Report to Congress, published on 11/15/2018 
(the “Annual Report”) to raise concerns about government provided DPA does not 
comport with HUD’s monthly published data, which does not seem to demonstrate 
governmental DPA performs significantly worse than DPA from relatives.  
 

 CBCMA does not violate the intent of section 203(9)(a)(C) of the National Housing Act, 
nor increase costs without benefits to borrowers, as HUD implies in its Annual Report.   
 

 HUD is failing to provide proper monitoring and management of governmental DPA 
programs, and is instead choosing to target nationwide DPA programs like CBCMA 
 

https://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=201804&RIN=2502-AJ44
https://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaViewRule?pubId=201810&RIN=2502-AJ44
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 HUD is subsidizing the losses caused by its reverse mortgage products by sacrificing 
down payment assistance in its forward market products. 
 

 CBCMA is instrumental in bridging the racial wealth gap.  It provides 54% of its DPA 
to minorities, including 20% to African Americans and 30% to Hispanics. 
  

 HUD has failed to consult with the Cedar Band or any tribal organization in spite of the 
Administration's and HUD's specific policies requiring tribal consultation.  
 

 HUD's policy proposal is in direct contradiction to the U.S. Government's 85-year policy 
towards Native American tribes and does not take into account tribal interests in operating 
Section 17 corporations on a national (or international) basis to provide for their self-
sufficiency self-determination. 
 

HUD’s Maligning of Nationwide DPAs  
 
In the Annual Report, HUD states a key premise: certain governmental entities are now operating 
DPA programs on a nationwide basis in a manner that puts the MMIF at an unreasonable risk.1  
But HUD is attempting to make the case that governmental entities that operate on a nationwide 
basis pose a risk to the MMIF not with data but by analogy.  HUD seeks to compare nationwide 
DPA provided by CBCMA to the nationwide seller-funded DPA programs (“SFDPA”), which 
were banned by Congress in 2008. 
 
Nationwide Seller-Funded Down Payment Assistance 
To understand HUD’s bias against nationwide programs, it is essential to understand the history 
of the now banned SFDPA.  In the early 2000’s, a practice arose, of which HUD was aware and 
allowed to exist for a time, whereby a seller contributed funds to a non-profit, which would then 
provide a down payment to the borrower to purchase the seller’s property.   
 
When a seller was asked to contribute to a non-profit for a borrower’s down payment, the seller 
would increase the purchase price of the home to account for this cost.  During this period, 
lenders communicated directly with appraisers (this was prior to the housing crisis and Dodd-
Frank, which tightened rules on appraisals).  Lenders would routinely contact the appraiser and let 
them know the value that was needed to make the transaction work, and appraisers were fully 
aware that if they did not find that value, the lender could call another appraiser the next time an 
appraisal was needed.  Sellers, appraisers and lenders then worked together with the result being 
that the price of the home was inflated.  Ultimately, HUD realized that when SFDPA was used, 
the purchase price of the home was inflated, such that HUD would effectively end up with a 
100% loan-to-value first mortgage instead of what was required at the time: a 97% loan-to-value 
mortgage.   
 
In addition to the problem of home price overvaluation, and probably more important as to how 
the underlying FHA mortgages performed, non-profits did not have any vested interest in the 
underlying FHA mortgage.  The vast majority of the non-profits engaged in this activity did not 
impose any credit restrictions or provide important borrower support, such as education or 
counseling.  This contributed to borrowers with very questionable credit obtaining DPA and 

                                                           
1 Annual Report at 92. 
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receiving an FHA mortgage.  Unlike these non-profits, CBCMA purchases the FHA first 
mortgage and, therefore, has a significant interest in the loan’s performance.  CBCMA has credit 
standards and borrower support, such as mandatory pre-purchase education for lower credit score 
borrowers and 12 months of post purchase counseling for every borrower that CBCMA assists.  
In addition, borrowers with lower income qualify for a forgivable second mortgage loan that 
provides borrowers with an earned equity interest to encourage them to prioritize their FHA first 
mortgages over their other obligations.  Under this program, qualifying low- to moderate-income 
borrowers can receive a forgivable second mortgage, with no payment and no interest due.  The 
mortgage is forgivable after 36 consecutive on-time payments on the FHA first mortgage.  This 
feature gives the most at-risk borrowers an immediate sense of “skin in the game.” 
 
Congress Banned SFDPA 
Since HUD collected specific data for each non-profit organization by requiring that originators 
enter the non-profit’s EIN into HUD’s system when the FHA first mortgage was originated, HUD 
was able to determine, based on this data that FHA loans assisted by non-profits funded by sellers 
were defaulting at an unacceptably high rate.  Based on this data, HUD determined the practice of 
SFDPA posed an unreasonable risk to the MMIF.   
 
It so happens that Brian Montgomery, the current FHA Commissioner and Acting Deputy 
Secretary of HUD, was also the FHA Commissioner at the time of SFDPA, and he led the effort 
to ban the practice.  In summary, HUD promulgated a rule banning SFDPA, justified by its non-
profit specific performance data.  This rule was overturned in court, however, when HUD failed 
to follow appropriate Administrative Procedure Act standards.  When rule-making failed, HUD 
turned to Congress to outlaw SFDPA, which it did in 2008 when the Home Equity Recovery Act 
of 2008 (HERA; PL 110-289) was enacted (see section 203(b)(9)(C).  While HUD was able to get 
Congress to fix one problem with DPA, HUD failed to properly manage DPA programs.  HUD 
failed to provide sufficient oversight and monitoring of the DPA provided by governmental 
entities by properly tracking which governmental entity provided the DPA.  It appears HUD is 
making the same mistake now by going back to Congress to ask for more clarity on Section 
203(b)(9)(C), while again completely avoiding proper management and oversight of government 
DPA programs by properly tracking government DPA.  HUD needs to properly manage the 
program, rather than taking actions that are based on unfounded assumptions and that will not, in 
any way, improve the risk management of the MMIF, or even lower the risk to the MMIF.   
 
Nationwide Programs Do Not Pose a Risk to the MMIF 
The non-profits that provided SFDPA operated on a nationwide basis.  So, in response to 
CBCMA offering DPA on a nationwide basis, some at HUD conjure up images of SFDPA and 
propagate the myth that nationwide DPA providers, as a rule, are a risk to the MMIF.  Why is 
HUD claiming nationwide DPA programs like CBCMA pose an unacceptable risk to the MMIF, 
even though CBCMA provides its down payment assistance in a manner exactly similar to all of 
the other governmental entities providing secondary financing, while at the same time providing 
more borrower support than many other governmental entities?  The answer to this question can 
be found in large measure by understanding how HUD tracks data on governmental entities.  
Unlike how it tracks non-profits' data, HUD does not require the originator to enter the EIN or 
taxpayer identification number of a governmental entity into HUD’s system.  HUD requires only 
that the originator indicate that the DPA was provided by a “governmental entity”.   
 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/PLAW-110publ289/html/PLAW-110publ289.htm
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/PLAW-110publ289/html/PLAW-110publ289.htm
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So when HUD looks at its group of FHA loans that were assisted by governmental entities and 
sees mortgage loans that are not performing well, it incorrectly assumes, “These must be the loans 
from Chenoa Fund, because everyone knows that nationwide programs ‘increase costs, but not 
benefits, to the borrower and put the MMIF at an unreasonable risk!’”2  HUD then looks at this 
same group of loans and sees loans that have high interest rates and again incorrectly assumes, 
“These must be the loans from Chenoa Fund, because everyone knows that nationwide programs 
‘generate benefits for the provider that do not appear to comport with the intent of the ‘prohibited 
source’ provision!’”3   
 
The important point to understand is that HUD’s claims regarding nationwide governmental DPA 
programs are not based on data, but solely on HUD’s bias against such programs stemming from 
a bad experience with nationwide SFDPA programs prior to 2008, even though nationwide 
programs like CBCMA operate similar to all other governmental programs and not at all like the 
SFDPA programs that existed prior to 2008.  Although HUD quotes statistics in the Annual 
Report to give the impression that its premise that nationwide DPA programs are a unacceptably 
risky is data driven, the truth is that HUD does not know how the FHA mortgages assisted by 
individual governmental entities perform, and therefore cannot determine if any subset of 
governmental entities, i.e. those operating on a nationwide basis, create additional risk to the 
MMIF.   
 
This lack of data also makes it impossible for HUD to support its claim in the Annual Report that 
practices it asserts violate the intent of section 203(b)(9)(C) of the Housing and Economic 
Recovery Act (HERA)4 create undue risk to the MMIF.  Since HUD lacks data specific to 
individual governmental programs, HUD is unable to identify which governmental programs 
“appear to increase costs, but not benefits, to the borrower and put the MMIF at an unreasonable 
risk” 5  
 
Local Housing Finance Authorities Have A Significant Nationwide Component   
It is also important to understand that supposedly local governmental entities have a very 
significant nationwide component to their DPA programs.  According to the HUD Office of 
Inspector General, there are a large number of governmental entities that, while offering DPA 
locally, have national providers that are performing critical functions, such as pricing FHA 
mortgage interest rates, purchasing and selling the FHA mortgages (in many cases the 
governmental entity does not purchase the FHA mortgage itself, allowing the national provider to 
do so), and servicing the FHA mortgages (“Secondary Market Activities”).6  Some state, county 
and city housing finance programs are completely run by nationwide providers (“Nationwide 
Providers”), with the governmental entity merely lending its name to the process.  These 
Nationwide Providers are responsible for setting the interest rates on the FHA mortgages assisted 
by the governmental programs, while at the same time making significant profits performing 
Secondary Market Activities that are paid for by the increased interest rates.   
 

                                                           
2 Annual Report at 92. 
3 Id. at 92. 
4 Amending the National Housing Act section 203(b)(9)(C). 
5 Annual Report at 92 (emphasis added). 
6 See, HUD Office of Inspector General, Audit Report Number: 2015-LA-1005, July 9, 2015. See also, HUD Office of 
Inspector General, Audit Report Number: 2015-LA-1009, September 30, 2015. 
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If HUD is going to continue to assert that nationwide programs are inherently problematic, HUD 
needs to recognize the very significant nationwide component of supposedly local governmental 
DPA programs.   
 
HUD also needs to understand that by limiting governmental entities to working within a certain 
geographic area, they are creating regulatory monopolies that will allow these Nationwide 
Providers significant pricing power when it comes to setting the interest rates on the FHA 
mortgages.  Doing so will, in fact, lead to a greater problem with governmental DPA providers 
increasing the costs, but not the benefits to borrowers.  
 
Chenoa Fund Does Not Violate the Intent of the “Prohibited Source” Provision 
In its Annual Report, HUD claims that nationwide programs generate benefits for the provider 
that do not appear to comport with the intent of the “prohibited source” provision.7  The truth is 
that Chenoa Fund8 is not providing benefits that violate the letter or spirit of “prohibited source” 
provision found in Section 203(b)(9)(C).  Section 203(b)(9)(C) reflects almost the exact language 
that HUD tried to implement using a rulemaking process.  In its rulemaking, HUD said the 
following of the intent behind the prohibited source provision of Section 203(b)(9)(C).   
 

The situations that cause FHA concern are primarily those in which the fund is 
replenished after loan closing by the seller who provides a ‘charitable donation’ and, in 
some cases, pays a ‘service fee’ to the organization from the proceeds of the sale of the 
house and does so only if the homebuyer is using the charitable organization's 
downpayment assistance program. In these cases, there is a clear quid pro quo between 
the homebuyer's purchase of the property and the seller's ‘contribution’ or payment to the 
charitable organization. This is also true if the contribution to the charitable organization 
comes from an entity other than the seller that has an expectation of being reimbursed by 
the seller. Often, these contributions function as an inducement to purchase the home. 
 
FHA's primary concern with these transactions is that the sales price is often increased to 
ensure that the seller's net proceeds are not diminished, and such increase in sales price is 
often to the detriment of the borrower and FHA. 9 
 
The use of the term ‘financially benefits’ in this proposed rule is intended to capture, for 
example, real estate agents or real estate brokers who would benefit from the sale of the 
home to the mortgagor.10  
 

Clearly, the intent of HUD in its rulemaking and Congress in legislating Section 203(b)(9)(C) was 
to eliminate SFDPA, 11 which caused the inflation of the sales price of the FHA insured property 
                                                           
7 Annual Report at 92.   
8 Other nationwide programs include Neighborworks, which is a federally chartered entity that provides DPA, and the 
Federal Home Loan Banks, which provide significant funding for DPA in large geographic areas.   
9 Standards for Mortgagor’s Investment In Mortgaged Property; Proposed Rule, 72 Fed. Reg. 27049, May 11, 2007. 
10 72 Fed. Reg. 27050. 
11 The title to the amendment to Section 203(b)(9) is “CASH INVESTMENT REQUIREMENT AND 
PROHIBITION OF SELLER-FUNDED DOWNPAYMENT ASSISTANCE. In a statement supporting the 
amendment to section 203(b)(9)(C), Senator Dodd explained that “this bill eliminates the seller-funded downpayment 
assistance program.”  See, 154 Cong. Rec. S6354-S6356 (July 7, 2008). The changes to Section 203(b)(9)(C) were 
summarized for the records as follows:   
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by allowing parties that benefit directly from the purchase and sale of the FHA financed property, 
such as sellers, title companies, realtors and builder to fund the DPA. 

CBCMA is not an interested party to the purchase or sale of the FHA financed property and it 
does not receive any reimbursement from any party that financially benefits from this transaction. 

Chenoa Fund Increases Benefits and Lowers Costs to Borrowers 
CBCMA conducted a survey in October of 2018 of interest rates charged by state housing finance 
authorities that offer DPA through secondary financing on terms similar to those offered by 
CBCMA.  It found that the interest rates on the FHA loans assisted by CBCMA were less than a 
majority of the state programs.  So, CBCMA’s nationwide DPA program is neither an 
“unreasonable risk to the MMIF” nor do its programs “increase costs but not benefits to the 
borrowers” as HUD claims.12  

Governmental Entities Lack Complete Performance Data 
Originating lenders work with borrowers to provide them with FHA mortgage loans.  Their loan 
officers meet with the borrowers, complete an application, and walk the borrowers through the 
lending process.  HUD tracks each mortgage loan that these lenders originate and has created a 
useful system called the Neighborhood Watch.  The system is fully transparent and anyone can 
go onto this system and find the default rate of all of the mortgages that a lender has originated in 
the last two years.  HUD compares a lender’s default rates with those of its peers and with the 
national average.  If an originating lender’s loans have a compare ratio of 150%, it means that its 
loans are defaulting at 1.5 times the average, and HUD will place this lender on its ‘watch’ list.  
If an originating lender’s loans have a compare ratio of 200%, or twice the average rate of default, 
HUD may suspend that lender’s ability to originate FHA mortgages.  In many ways, this is a 
superb monitoring system. 

Unfortunately, because of the way most governmental entities operate, their ability to determine 
their own performance is mixed.  Governmental entities generally do not originate the FHA 
mortgage loans for which they provide DPA, so their performance data will not show up in the 
Neighborhood Watch system.  This can make it difficult for a governmental entity to determine 
the performance of the FHA loans for which it provides DPA.  

CBCMA Outperforms the Average Governmental Entity 
CBCMA, knowing that HUD did not have data on its loan performance, and that HUD was 
simply assuming its loans were the ones that were not performing well or were overpriced, 

(Sec. 113) Increases from 3% to 3.5% of the appraised value of a property the mortgagor's required cash 
(or equivalent) investment (downpayment). Prohibits any funds for such cash investment from: (1) the seller 
or any other person or entity benefiting financially from the transaction (seller-funded downpayment 
assistance); or (2) any third party or entity reimbursed by any of such parties.  (See, BILL SUMMARY: H.R. 
3221 — 110th Congress (2007-2008)) 

and 
FHA Modernization Act of 2008 - Amends the National Housing Act (NHA) to: (1) revise requirements for 
the maximum principal loan obligation eligible for mortgage insurance, as well as the cash investment 
requirement; and (2) prohibit seller-funded downpayment assistance. (See, BILL SUMMARY: S. 2734 — 
110th Congress (2007-2008)) 

12 See Annual Report at 92. 
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engaged Moody’s Analytics at significant expense to CBCMA.  CBCMA provided Moody’s with 
sufficient loan level information to enable it to go to the Ginnie Mae securities and find 
CBCMA’s loans and report on their performance.  This data revealed that CBCMA assisted FHA 
loans significantly outperformed the general pool of government assisted FHA loans.  CBCMA’s 
August 2018 performance data shows that CBCMA loans outperformed the averages of 
government assisted FHA loans as reported by HUD in its August 2018 FHA Single Family 
Loans Performance Trend Credit Risk Report.  CBCMA’s compare ratio with its peer government 
DPA providers was well below 100 for every category, including the Seriously Delinquent (SDQ) 
loan percentages.13 
 

Days 
Delinquent 

% Of All 
CBCMA FHA 

Mortgages 

% of All 
Governmental 

Entities 

CBCMA 
Compare 

Ratio 
30 4.41% 5.47% 80.7 
60 1.39% 1.94% 71.4 
90 1.54% 2.89% 53.4 

120+ 1.61%   
Foreclosure  1.04%  
Bankruptcy  1.07%  
Claims 0.02%   
 
Total of 
SDQ 3.18% 5.00% 63.6 

 
This data demonstrates that limiting CBCMA’s area of operation would not protect the Federal 
Government from substantial loss.  Given that CBCMA appears to be performing on par or better 
than most other government DPA programs, there is no justification for limiting CBCMA's area 
of operations, or for allowing lesser performing agencies to have a monopoly in their selected 
areas of operation.  CBCMA provided HUD with this Data.14 
 
HUD Attempts to Obtain Performance Data on Governmental Entities 
After CBCMA provided HUD with its performance data, HUD asked the National Council of 
State Housing Agencies (“NCSHA”) for performance data from its member state housing finance 
authorities.  As described above, it is difficult for some governmental entities to produce a 
complete picture of their performance data.  Some of the more sophisticated agencies that use a 
master servicer may have data readily available.  There are 1503 governmental entities across the 
country that provide DPA.  Many of these 1503 governmental programs may have no direct 
access to performance data and may only have investor report cards, which don’t tend to show a 
clear picture of the government entities entire portfolio over time.  The data HUD will be able to 
get directly from NCHSA for governmental entities may be incomplete and will likely only be 
from the more sophisticated and presumably better-run programs.  More importantly, HUD 

                                                           
13 The total of seriously delinquent (“SDQ”) loans for All Governmental Entities is the sum of the percentages of 90+ 
days late, plus foreclosures and bankruptcies.  The total SDQ for CBCMA is the sum of the percentages of 90 and 
120+ day delinquency of CBCMA first mortgages, plus claims made. 
14 CBCMA’s pricing and performance data was included in a letter sent to HUD by Michael Flynn, Partner, Goodwin 
Procter, on November 27, 2019, which is attached. 
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should not be in the position of asking the governmental entities it is responsible for monitoring to 
cobble together their performance data to give to HUD.  This is just bad management.  
 
HUD Clearly Intends to Limit the Operations of Native American DPA Programs 
Although HUD is now using the generic term “nationwide” to describe the DPA programs that it 
is targeting15, HUD has significant history with attempting to limit Native American housing 
authorities to their reservation.  HUD staff has on numerous occasions told industry participants 
that down payment from CBCMA could only be utilized on the Cedar Band reservation, with 
Cedar Band members, or is otherwise limited geographically.   
 
For example, in May 2017 an FAQ on HUD’s Knowledgebase was updated.  It indicated that 
tribes could only provide assistance to their members or on their reservations.  When the FAQ 
was challenged as being unsupported by HUD guidelines, it was almost immediately taken off of 
the Knowledge Base.  As another example, in August 2017, the Mortgage Credit Branch Chief, 
Santa Ana Homeownership Center, spoke at an underwriter’s training in Phoenix, Arizona.  It was 
reported to us by those in attendance that she and others had stated that Chenoa Fund would not 
long be authorized to provide down payment assistance nationwide, indicating a Mortgagee Letter 
was pending to address the issue of its nationwide operations.  Sources at HUD confirmed that 
such a Mortgagee Letter did exist. 
 
In addition, the Spring ANPR specifically referenced tribes, the Annual Report describes the need 
to limit “nationwide” programs and the language HUD submitted in its detailed 2020 budget 
papers state, “Furthermore, questions have arisen around the geographic and legal boundaries 
surrounding the ability of these entities to provide such assistance.”  
 
HUD’s Bias Against Native American DPA Programs 
 
HUD has CBCMA’s performance data showing that its nationwide program does not pose a risk 
to the MMIF.  HUD also has no data showing that any nationwide programs pose a risk to the 
MMIF.  Yet, HUD still seems determined to target programs based simply on their nationwide 
operations.  But not all such programs it appears.  As described above, HUD does not seem to be 
bothered by the significant nationwide components of local housing authorities, including the fact 
that the pricing of the FHA first mortgage interest rate is largely determined by Nationwide 
Providers.  Nor is HUD interested enough in the performance and pricing of FHA mortgages 
assisted by government DPA providers to take even simple steps to monitor these programs, like 
collecting entity specific data on government DPA providers.  It would seem that HUD’s bias 
against nationwide government DPA providers is limited to nationwide providers that are also 
Native American.   
 
Political Accountability is Not a Substitute for Monitoring and Good Risk Management 
Practices 
HUD’s bias against nationwide governmental entities may also be caused by a questionable 
notion that governmental entities that are aiding borrowers in their political jurisdiction will not 
provide DPA to borrowers that will default at high rates and will not charge borrowers excessive 
interest on their first mortgages.  This notion is not a basis for HUD abdicating its oversight 

                                                           
15 Annual Report at 92. 
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responsibility of government DPA programs.  First, housing finance agencies are not politically 
accountable to the borrowers they serve except very indirectly.  Second, the pricing of on the 
FHA mortgages for many programs is set by National Providers.  Third, the purpose of housing 
finance agencies, and the mindset of those who operate them, is to help disadvantaged or 
underserved populations in their communities with their housing needs.  For example, if they can 
help 10 families purchase a home and 9 of those 10 become long-term successful homeowners, 
these successful families can enjoy all of the financial, social and emotional benefits of 
homeownership.  The housing finance authority has helped provide stability to its community, 
moved families off of the rental rolls to make room for more, and eased the pressure on shelter 
housing.  This is a good day for these programs.   
 
But 10% of these families end up back on the rental rolls.  A 10% claim rate would be a disaster 
for the MMIF.  It is just bad policy for HUD to cede its responsibilities to governmental entities 
and rely on them to ensure the safety and soundness of the MMIF.  It is HUD’s duty and 
obligation to protect the MMIF, and it should provide sufficient oversight and monitoring of 
governmental entities to assure that the MMIF is, in fact, protected.  Turning over the 
responsibility for the protection of the MMIF to local governmental entities with the hope that 
they do the right thing is an absurd management approach by HUD. 
 
What Does the Data in the Annual Report Really Show About Government DPAs? 
In its Annual Report, HUD points to data in Table B-17: Data Table for Exhibit I-19: Serious 
Delinquency Rate of FHA Purchase Mortgages by Downpayment Assistance (DPA) Type as of 
September 30, 2018, which is reproduced on the following page. 
 
 

Endorsement Fiscal 
Year 

Seriously Delinquent Rate of FHA Endorsed Purchase Mortgages 

Source of Downpayment Assistance No Downpayment 
Assistance Government Non-Government/ 

Non-Relative 
Eligible Family 

member 
2011  12.67  9.34  7.6  5.2  
2012  10.11  8.79  6.39  4.48  
2013  8.22  6.03  5.52  4.18  
2014  7.37  5.05  5.68  4.3  

2015  6.01  4.53  5.53  3.99  
2016  4.29  4.06  4.62  3.16  
2017  3.12  3.08  3.47  2.21  
2018  0.74  0.69  0.7  0.43  

NOTE: SDQ Rate is the percentage of FHA-insured mortgages where the borrower is 90 or more days delinquent, 
including mortgages in foreclosure and bankruptcy.  
SOURCE: US Department of HUD/FHA, October 2018. 

 
HUD points to the data in Table B-17 to demonstrate that DPA from governmental entities is a 
problem because over time, as the FHA mortgage loans age, the rate of default for FHA loans that 
received DPA from governmental entities increases more than loans with DPA assistance from 
relatives or loans with no DPA.  HUD’s logic that governmental entity assisted mortgages 
perform worse over time because of DPA is questionable at best.   
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First, according to the table, governmental DPA performed on par with DPA from relatives in 
2016-2018, even outperforming DPA from relatives in 2016 and 2017.  Second, it is not until 
2014 that loans assisted by governmental DPA really begin to perform significantly worse.  DPA 
is used to give borrowers an immediate vested interest in the home, sometimes referred to as “skin 
in the game.”  Loans originated in 2014 or earlier, however, are four or more years old from the 
date of purchase of the home.  After four or more years, the effectiveness of a down payment as a 
loss mitigation tool has been significantly eroded because the borrower has made four years of 
payments, has earned equity in the home, and integrated into the community.   
 
After four years, the cause of the increased rate of default likely has nothing to do with the DPA, 
but is most likely attributable to the characteristics of the borrowers being assisted.  For example, 
perhaps governmental entities were more lax in their credit standards for loans originated in 2011-
2014.  An explanation for the increasing rate of default in earlier years could also be changes in 
the pool composition over time.  For example, FHA mortgages with government DPA typically 
have higher interest rates, so borrowers with better credit and finances can refinance quickly.  The 
pools of loans from earlier years are left with less credit-worthy, riskier borrowers, which default 
at higher rates, significantly skewing the rate of default.  HUD provides more complete data in its 
2019 first quarter report to Congress which supports this.  The report shows the “share” of 
government provided DPA dramatically declining in years 2011-2014.16  One thing that can be 
said with certainty is that CBCMA did not contribute to the higher default rates in years 2011-
2015, as CBCMA was not providing DPA during these years. 
 
FHA Single Family Loan Performance Trends Credit Risk Report  
The data in Table B-17 of the Annual Report needs to be reconciled with the performance data 
that HUD publishes each month in its FHA Single Family Loan Performance Trends Credit Risk 
Report.  These reports have shown a fairly consistent default rate over time for FHA loans with 
DPA.  The most recent available report at the time of this writing is for January 2019 (the 
“January Report”).17  The relevant table from the January Report is reproduced below.  It shows 
the Seriously Delinquent Rates (90 days late or in bankruptcy or foreclosure) for government 
programs, relatives and loans without DPA are 5.12%, 4.91% and 3.73% respectively.  Note that 
the default rates of FHA loans assisted by relatives are not materially lower than those assisted by 
governmental entities, a point which is addressed below. 
 
HUD’s Numbers ‘Don’t Add Up’ 
HUD should provide clarification between the data published in the Annual Report and that 
published in the January Report by answering the following questions: 
 
 How is the data in Table B-17 of the Annual Report, which shows much higher 

delinquency rates for government assisted FHA loans than for loans assisted by relatives 
in earlier years (2011-2015) squared with the data in the January Report that shows a 
negligible difference between the overall default rates of these same loans over their entire 
payment history?   
 

                                                           
16 See, Exhibit A-10, FHA Single-Family Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund Programs, Quarterly Report to Congress, 
FY 2019 Q1, delivered March 29, 2019; https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/Housing/documents/MMIQtrlyQ12019.pdf 
17 See https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/Housing/documents/FHALPT_Dec2018.pdf (last viewed March 8, 2019). 

https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/Housing/documents/MMIQtrlyQ12019.pdf
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/Housing/documents/FHALPT_Dec2018.pdf
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 Based on the data in the January Report, which shows nearly identical rates of default 
between governmental entity and relative provided DPA over the lifetime of the loans, 
why is HUD not concerned about DPA provided by relatives? 
 

Table from the January Report 
 

Down Payment 
Assistance (DPA) Type 

 
 
 
IIF Sharesa 

 
Rates in Percent of Active Loan Counts 

 
All Past 
Dueb 

 
 
30 Day 

 
 
60 Day 

 
 
90+ Day 

 
In 

Foreclosure 

 
In 

Bankruptcy 

Seriously 
Delinquency 
Ratec 

 
All Sources of Funds 8,112,026 10.91 5.00 1.74 2.26 1.03 0.88 4.16 
Government 6.91 13.21 5.88 2.22 2.98 1.02 1.11 5.12 

Relative 16.16 13.50 6.29 2.28 2.91 1.08 0.92 4.91 
Other 2.10 19.21 8.13 3.23 4.09 1.73 1.98 7.79 
Seller Funded 0.58 29.93 10.99 4.59 6.75 3.75 3.60 14.11 
No DPA 74.25 9.75 4.50 1.51 1.96 0.97 0.80 3.73 

IIF = insurance in force. 
a For each subpanel, the loan shares add to 100%. However, in some of the subpanels, the total loans in the 
analysis do not add to 100% of IIF. For example, the IIF shares for refinance loans add to 100% of 
refinance loans. Streamline refinance loans are not included in the Credit Score 
Range analysis; the IIF shares in that panel, add to 100% of fully-underwritten loans. 
b Includes all loans 30 or more days past due, including those in bankruptcy or foreclosure. 
c Includes all loans 90 days past due plus all in-bankruptcy and in-foreclosure cases. 

 
Government Programs Tend to Assist Disadvantaged Borrowers 
The differences in the performance of FHA loans that receive DPA from governmental entities 
versus FHA loans that receive DPA from relatives may have little to do with questionable 
practices by government DPA providers.  It may not be programmatic at all, but rather the simple 
fact that government programs help an entirely different set of people.  Those who are helped by 
relatives are the beneficiaries of intergenerational wealth, while those that are helped by 
governmental entities are typically underserved borrowers who come from disadvantaged 
backgrounds.  It is not a simple coincidence that approximately 54% of families that CBCMA 
assists are minorities, including about 20% that are African American and about 30% that are 
Hispanic.  Families that CBCMA assists do not typically come from generations of homeowners.  
Some are the first homeowners in their families, and many are lower income.   
 
Should HUD Be Subsidizing the Reverse Mortgage Program with the Forward Mortgage 
Program? 
A careful reading of the Annual Report shows the Home Equity Conversion Mortgage (HECM) 
program for wealthier homeowners is a much more significant risk to the MMIF than is DPA 
from any source.  Page nine of the Annual Report shows that the HECM program has a negative 
capital ratio of over 18%, while the single-family insurance capital ratio is a positive 3.93%, up 
from 3.33% a year earlier.  
 
In 2016, the FHA published its intent to reduce the mortgage insurance premium on single family 
homes.  The move was opposed by the incoming Administration, and officials ultimately declined 
to reduce the premium, citing concerns about the health of the MMIF.  To this day, FHA 

I I I I 
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homebuyers are paying higher insurance premiums due to the poor performance of the HECM 
program.   
 
In essence, minorities are being shut out of the market while the government subsidizes the 
wealthier, home-owning class.  Research shows that minorities typically lack the access to wealth 
enjoyed by white households.  Federal policy should seek to increase homeownership in these 
minority communities, including allowing responsible government entities to provide down 
payment assistance, just as wealthier white families do for their children now.  Any efforts to 
limit access to government DPA hurts those most in need and perpetuates wealth, social and 
educational inequalities. 
 
It is troubling that FHA apparently intends to shore up the MMIF by limiting programs that 
provide down payment help to those seeking to buy single-family homes by restricting the ability 
of government entities to determine where and who they can help.  It appears HUD is sacrificing 
the interests of minorities in order to prop up the HECM program. 
 
HUD Should Choose to Promote Good Housing Policy 
Based on the performance data received from Moody’s Analytics, CBCMA’s nationwide program 
is neither posing an unreasonable risk to the MMIF nor is it increasing costs but not benefits to 
the borrowers it serves, as HUD claims in its Annual Report.  So, HUD has a choice:   
 

Option one, HUD can continue to insist, contrary to data, that nationwide DPA programs 
are the cause of the problems with FHA loans assisted by governmental entities, and 
continue to advocate to put "Indians back on the reservation," while at the same time 
creating a regulatory monopoly of each governmental entity DPA program, with all of the 
associated lack of innovation and competitive pricing safeguards.  Of course, as discussed 
above, Secondary Market Providers would stand to benefit from having local 
governmental programs have a regulatory monopoly because this would allow these 
nationwide companies to have even more pricing power when they set the interest rate on 
the FHA first mortgage; or  
 
Option two, HUD can simply start making good housing policy and track the data on 
individual governmental entities and create a monitored marketplace.  By doing this, HUD 
would address the nationwide component of local governmental DPA programs.  HUD 
would also very shortly find out which governmental entities actually are posing an 
unacceptable risk to the MMIF or pricing the interest rates too high on their first 
mortgages.  HUD could then either work with these governmental entities to improve their 
programs or simply impose credit underwriting standards on them. 
 

CBCMA urges HUD to shine a light on the performance of individual governmental entities 
because it is confident that this will show that its nationwide programs are not a threat to the 
MMIF and are a great value to the borrowers it serves. 
 
Proper Regulation of Governmental Entity DPA: The Monitored Marketplace 
 
HUD can take steps to monitor and improve how DPA programs operated by governmental 
entities perform to ensure that they operate in a manner that will not put the MMIF at 
unreasonable risk.  HUD’s interest in protecting the MMIF and the interests of the borrowers 
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HUD is tasked with assisting are best served by the creation of a monitored marketplace for 
governmental entities.  Several elements are needed for a monitored marketplace: (1) data on 
individual governmental entities, (2) reporting and monitoring of FHA first mortgage 
performance, (3) minimum performance standards for the FHA first mortgages, and (4) sufficient 
market participants.  
 
Data on Individual Governmental Entities 
As described above, HUD should require that for every FHA loan that receives DPA from a 
governmental entity, originators must enter an EIN or similar unique identifier in the FHA system 
when originating the FHA first mortgage.  Presumably, originators could use the same field that 
they use when they enter the EIN for non-profits that provide DPA or simply use the field in 
which they now enter “governmental entity”, so ideally there should be no modification necessary 
to HUD’s systems.  Not only could HUD then track performance data, it could also determine if 
any programs are charging interest rates on the FHA first mortgage that are above the average 
rates charged by similar government programs. 
 
Reporting and Monitoring of Performance 
Once HUD begins to match individual governmental entities with the FHA first mortgage for 
which they provide the down payment, HUD can create a reporting system for governmental 
entities similar to Neighborhood Watch.  Governmental entities will then be able to have accurate 
performance information for their programs as well as their performance relative to their peers.  
This will allow governmental entities to more easily identify deficiencies in their programs and 
better track the effects of remedial measures they may elect to take.  HUD then will be able to 
provide lenders with minimum performance standards and, more importantly, identify which 
governmental entities are meeting those standards and which are not. 
 
Uniform Minimum Performance Standards 
HUD currently has the data to determine the range of credit score or debt-to-income (“DTI”) ratio 
at which borrowers receiving DPA begin to default at levels that HUD believes will pose a threat 
to the MMIF.  From this data, HUD could determine the credit characteristics of a successful 
DPA loan and establish uniform credit standards for borrowers receiving DPA, possibly including 
minimum credit score and maximum DTI.  It could do this for DPA from both relatives and 
governments.  While this may work for DPA from relatives, however, setting uniform credit 
standards does not allow governmental programs the flexibility to experiment within their 
programs to find ways to responsibly assist more credit-challenged borrowers.  
 
Alternatively, once HUD begins to identify which governmental entity is providing DPA for an 
FHA first mortgage, HUD could use compare ratio standards similar to Neighborhood Watch to 
establish minimum performance standards.  HUD could apply the same standards to 
governmental entities that it applies to originators.  So if a governmental entity has a compare 
ratio to its peer governmental entities of 150 or higher, it is placed on a ‘watch’ list, while a 
compare ratio of 200 or higher could subject the entity to a determination by HUD that mandatory 
credit underwriting standards will be required on all FHA mortgages receiving down payment 
assistance from that governmental entity.  Governmental entities will then be able to have 
accurate performance information for their programs as well as their performance relative to their 
peers.   
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By creating a Neighborhood Watch-type monitoring of government DPA programs, HUD would 
not need to mandate credit standards for borrowers receiving DPA from governmental entities.  
Allowing governmental entities to simply meet loan performance standards would permit these 
entities to determine how to meet those standards, whether that is by credit requirements like 
credit score minimums and DTI maximums for borrowers receiving DPA, or increasing borrower 
support services such as pre-purchase education, post-purchase counseling, or some other form of 
down payment substitute.18  Most importantly, it would give governmental entities the 
opportunity to try alternative innovative practices to better assist credit-challenged borrowers. 
 
This reporting will almost certainly lead to improvement in the overall delinquency and default 
rates of FHA mortgages where the borrower receives DPA from a governmental entity.  Once this 
data is available, HUD could then better assess what if any credit standards it may need to impose 
in order to assure that the performance of down payment assisted mortgages does not present a 
substantial risk of loss to the Federal Government. 
 
Sufficient Market Participants 
As noted, HUD asserts, without supporting data, that there are programs that “appear to increase 
costs, but not benefits, to the borrower.”19  If this is true, then presumably these programs are in 
areas where there are not enough alternatives for borrowers who need a down payment.  
Overpriced products, where providers can increase costs but not benefits of its products, is the 
inevitable result of a monopoly.  What is needed is more alternatives for borrowers to obtain 
down payment assistance, which will insure that governmental entities are pricing their programs 
at the nominal market rate, are efficient, and innovate in ways to improve their services to 
borrowers and provide greater benefits.   
 
HUD Should Not Be Picking Winners and Losers in the Marketplace 
Unfortunately, it appears HUD is wanting to eliminate nationwide programs, which will decreases 
the borrowers’ alternatives for DPA.  Not all governmental entity programs are created equally.  
While some have robust programs that generally meet the needs of borrowers, others have 
underdeveloped programs that do not.  HUD’s fostering preselected geographic monopolies will 
not produce effective and fairly priced DPA programs for borrowers, but allowing borrowers 
increased options for down payment assistance that are measured and monitored by HUD can do 
so.  Any entity would prefer to have a regulatory monopoly of the services it provides, and 
governmental entities have sued and threatened to sue in order to exclude other DPA providers.  
Allowing nationwide DPA providers is a way to ensure that there is price competition, which 
helps to address the concern that the interest rates that governmental entities are charging on the 
FHA first mortgages that they are assisting are too high and DPA programs are increasing costs 
by not benefits to borrowers. 
 
Other Forms of Down Payment Assistance 
HUD should look at all forms of DPA and not just the secondary financing provided by 
governmental entities.  As noted above, the delinquency rate for FHA mortgages that receive 
DPA from governmental entities is on par with that of FHA mortgages that receive DPA from 
relatives, yet HUD has expressed no concern for down payment assistance coming from relatives.  
                                                           
18 See the 2017 HUD report entitled “Literature Review: The Credit-Enhancing Functions of Downpayment and 
Downpayment Substitutes”. 
19 Annual Report. 
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HUD's January Report, however, shows that DPA from governmental entities makes up only 
27.4% of all DPA provided, while DPA from relatives accounts for 64.2% of all DPA.  If HUD is 
genuinely concerned about DPA performance, it should create minimum credit standards for 
borrowers to qualify for DPA from relatives.  In addition, the default rate for FHA mortgages 
with DPA from governmental entities is substantially lower than loans that received DPA from 
“other” sources.20  And as mentioned above, targeting DPA from governmental entities and not 
from relatives disproportionately impacts minorities as minority households typically do not have 
the intergenerational wealth to provide the DPA for family members. 
 
If DPA is responsibly provided with a certain credit box, or to credit-challenged borrowers with 
the proper borrower support, the amount of DPA that is provided will naturally be limited to a 
certain portion of HUD’s portfolio, but more to the point, whatever amount is provided will not 
be a detriment to the MMIF.   
 
HUD Has Failed to Engage in Tribal Consultation and Its Policy Contradicts the U.S. 
Government’s 85-year Policy Towards Native American Tribes 
 
HUD’s Lack of Consultation with Tribes 
The federal government has a trust relationship with Native American tribes.  As an agency of the 
federal government, HUD has a special obligation to treat Native American interests in 
accordance with that trust relationship.  Before creating new guidance or a new regulation 
affecting Native American governmental entities, HUD is required to have meaningful and 
substantive consultation with affected tribes to discuss addressing HUD’s concerns in ways that 
minimally impact tribes.  We ask that HUD follow the federal policy on consultation as set forth 
in Executive Order 13174, Consultation and Coordination With Indian Tribal Governments, and 
HUD’s own Government-to-Government Tribal Consultation Policy, which stipulates 
consultation “early in the process of developing the proposed regulation.”  It is important that 
consultation take place while solutions are being discussed, not when minds have been fixed on a 
solution and the ‘cement has hardened’.   
 
HUD has failed to discuss its position with the Cedar Band.  It has, however, intimated what its 
position is through public comment: HUD does not like the efforts of the Cedar Band to operate 
its programs on a nationwide basis and wishes to put those activities back on the Cedar Band’s 
reservation, contrary to the data HUD now has showing that the Cedar Band’s program, the 
Chenoa Fund, does not pose an unreasonable risk to the MMIF. 
 
HUD’s Policy Initiative Contradicts the United States Government’s 85-year Native American 
Policy of Self-Governance and Self-Determination 
Since 1934, the U.S. Government has had a policy of self-determination and self-governance 
towards Native American tribes.  The policy has been to allow Native American tribal 
organizations to establish businesses and operate them, without geographic or demographic 
limitation, in order to provide for themselves. 
 
HUD’s proposal to “put Indians back on the reservation” is a very significant change to the U.S. 
Government’s Native American policy that has been in place for 85 years, and would set a terrible 
                                                           
20 FHA Single Family Loan Performance Trends, Credit Risk Report, January 2018.  
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/Housing/documents/FHALPT_Dec2018.pdf 
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precedent and potentially threaten the viability of other Native American businesses.  Other 
industries that might want to eliminate competition from Native American businesses might use 
this precedent to get other government agencies to limit the geographic areas in which Native 
American businesses could operate or populations those Native American businesses serve. 
 
Moreover, it does not appear that HUD, in formulating its policy proposal, consulted the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs.  As noted above, HUD has failed, thus far, to engage in tribal consultation. 
 
Additional Issues  
 
HUD has raised several questions in public forums and with other policymakers.  Those questions 
have been: 
 

1. Why is CBCMA allowed to operate on a nationwide basis, while other governmental 
entities are not? 
 

2. Why is CBCMA allowed to benefit from its activities off of the reservation? 
 

The CBCMA, through the Chenoa Fund program, has provided down payment assistance in the 
form of a second mortgage to over 13,000 borrowers who were using FHA first mortgages to 
purchase a home.  Of these mortgages, a great many have undergone a review by HUD at every 
level, and have been subsequently insured by HUD.  This is conclusive evidence that our program 
meets HUD’s current guidelines in every respect.   
 
Why Is CBCMA Allowed to Operate on A Nationwide Basis? 
CBCMA’s nationwide operation of its program is in compliance with HUD guidelines and in 
accordance with the terms of CBCMA’s charter.  HUD guidelines do not place any restrictions on 
where a governmental entity provides secondary financing.  HUD Handbook 4000.1 (the 
“Handbook”) provides HUD’s guidance on secondary financing, and the conditions upon which 
HUD will insure an FHA mortgage given to a borrower whose down payment comes in the form 
of secondary financing from a governmental entity.  There is absolutely no mention of jurisdiction 
or geography in these conditions or anywhere in the Handbook.  There is, therefore, no restriction 
on CBCMA’s (nor any other governmental entity’s) ability operate a secondary financing DPA 
program on a nationwide basis. 
 
Why Is CBCMA Allowed to Benefit from Its Activities Off of the Reservation? 
Why is CBCMA allowed to benefit from its activities off of the reservation?  This question is a 
bit esoteric, but HUD seems to be questioning whether Chenoa complies with the terms of the 
Handbook relating to governmental entities that both originate the FHA first mortgage and also 
provide the DPA.  The Handbook does reference HUD’s 2012 Interpretive Rule, Docket No. FR-
5679-N-01, to make clear that governmental entities, such as CBCMA, are NOT prohibited by 
Section 203(b)(9)(C) from originating loans and providing the down payment on those loans.  The 
2012 Interpretive Rule states that: 
 

HUD interprets NHA section 203(b)(9)’s “prohibited sources” provision in subsection 
(C) as not including funds provided directly by Federal, State, or local governments, or 
their agencies and instrumentalities in connection with their respective homeownership 

https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/5679N01FHAMINCAINVESINTER.PDF
https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/5679N01FHAMINCAINVESINTER.PDF
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programs.   
 

There is a single sentence in the 2012 Interpretive Rule that some at HUD have latched onto to 
assert that there is a limitation on where a governmental entity can provide down payment 
assistance if it is originating the FHA mortgage, which is as follows:  “HFAs provide various 
services to assist citizens within their jurisdictions in attaining affordable housing options”21 This 
phrase, however, was clearly not intended by HUD to create a limitation on where a governmental 
entity could provide secondary financing, nor is such a limitation permitted by 12 U.S.C 1735f-6, 
the statute that authorizes governmental entities to provide secondary financing.   
 
DPA for FHA borrowers in the form of second mortgages has been provided by governmental 
entities since at least the 1970’s, and was statutorily protected by Congress under 12 U.S.C. 
1735f-6, which mandates that HUD insure first mortgages with associated seconds from 
governmental entities, provided the loan otherwise meets the terms and conditions approved by 
the Secretary.  In passing this legislation, the intent of Congress was explicitly clear22—(1) 
Congress wanted to foster innovation in the area of DPA, (2) HUD is to work with various forms 
of government and (3) HUD is only to place standard credit restrictions on secondary financing 
and only to the extent necessary to prevent it from substantially increasing the risk of loss to the 
Federal Government, which HUD clearly has not demonstrated with data with regards to 
nationwide governmental entities.  
 
The legislative history of 1735f-6 makes it very clear that HUD was not to limit governmental 
entities providing second mortgages for borrowers’ down payment except to limit the credit terms 
under which such assistance could be provided—and jurisdiction or geography most definitely 
falls outside of any permissible credit terms.  Section 1735f-6 was part of the Housing and 
Community Development Amendments of 1978, which was first passed in the Senate without 
Section 1735f-6.  This section was added in conference reconciling the corresponding House bill 
by the House Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs.  In adding this section, the 
committee indicated that Section 1735f-6 was included to “permit experimentation and 
innovation”23.  The committee made it clear that the language “terms and conditions approved by 
the Secretary” was meant to apply to the credit terms of the second mortgage and accompanying 
first mortgage and that it further expected HUD to apply only those conditions that would avoid 
situations where the secondary financing would substantially increase the risk of loss to the 
MMIF: 
 

The Secretary remains free to withhold insurance for any other reason associated with 
normal underwriting standards, but could not withhold such insurance solely because the 
applicant was receiving or contemplated receiving assistance secured by such a 
secondary lien.  It is the view of the committee that such insurance should not be 
withheld unless the secondary financing substantially increases the risk of loss to the 
Federal Government.24  (Emphasis added.) 
 

Of course, HUD is aware of Congress’ intent, which is why HUD attempts to make the case that 
nationwide governmental entities are acting in a manner that puts the MMIF at unreasonable risk.  

                                                           
21 Interpretive Rule at 6 (emphasis added). 
22 House Report No. 95-1161.   
23 House Report No. 95-1161.   
24 House Report No. 95-1161.   
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It also underscores how important it is that HUD establish with data that practices and program 
actually do pose a threat to the MMIF, rather than simply assuming that because a program is 
offered on a nationwide basis, it must be harmful to the MMIF, on no other basis then that 
nationwide SFDPA programs were harmful. 
 
It is worth noting that although Congress explicitly gave HUD authority to impose normal 
underwriting standards on borrowers receiving DPA from governmental entities, HUD has never 
elected to do so.  HUD does not impose any credit score minimums, any DTI maximums or other 
credit requirements on governmental entity DPA programs, or any DPA programs.  HUD has 
instead allowed governmental entities to self-police. 
 
It is also worth noting that limiting governmental entities to a specific geography, as HUD is 
seeking to do, will create monopolies for the local government programs, which will encourage 
neither experimentation nor innovation, further frustrating Congressional intent. 
 
CBCMA is Not an Interested Party Under 12 U.S.C. 1735f-6 
It is critical to note that CBCMA does not rely on the clarification provided in the 2012 
Interpretive Rule because it does not originate any of the mortgages for which it provides down 
payment assistance.  FHA first mortgages that receive the benefit of a down payment from 
CBCMA are all originated by licensed loan originators, which origination transactions occur in 
what is termed the “primary” mortgage market.  These loans are purchased by CBCMA.  
CBCMA then sells these loans, servicing released, to investors.  Both the purchase of the FHA 
mortgage by CBCMA and its sale to investors occurs in what is termed the “secondary” mortgage 
market.  The fact that CBCMA operates in the secondary mortgage market and not in the primary 
mortgage market is an important distinction. 
 
As HUD is aware, the HUD Office of Inspector General (“OIG”) took issue with the practice of 
governmental entities raising the interest rate on the FHA first mortgage so that when they sold 
the mortgage in the secondary mortgage market, the governmental entities would make enough to 
fund their DPA activities.  When the OIG suggested that this practice was in violation of the 
interested party prohibition in Section 203(b)(9)(C), HUD vigorously defended the practice by 
making it clear that the Section 203(b)(9)(C) did not apply to secondary market transactions, 
stating in numerous documents substantially the following: 
 

Additionally, as the General Counsel has noted, the “prohibited Sources” provisions of 
the National Housing Act, captured at section 203(b)(9)(C) of the Act, are directed 
towards parties that financially benefit from the property sales transaction and the 
primary mortgage transactions, not transactions that occur in the secondary mortgage 
market.25   
 

As noted above, CBCMA acts in the secondary mortgage market, so the prohibitions in section 
203(b)(9)(C), do not apply to its activities, at least according to HUD.   
 
Even if CBCMA were to originate mortgages for which it provided down payment assistance (it 
does not), and even if the 2012 Interpretive Rule only applied to governmental entities acting in 

                                                           
25 See attached letter from Nani Coloretti, Deputy Secretary, HUD at page 3, and attached letter from Robert E. 
Mulderig, Acting Deputy Assistance Secretary for Single Family Housing, HUD at page 3. 
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their governmental capacity (it does not so state), the Cedar Band does act in its governmental 
capacity through CBCMA when it provides down payment assistance off of reservation land and 
to non-Band members.  
 
Attachments: 
1. Letter from Michael Flynn, Partner, Goodwin, November 27, 2018 
2. Letter from Nani Coloretti, Deputy Secretary, HUD 
3. Letter from Robert E. Mulderig, Acting Deputy Secretary for Single Family Housing, HUD  
4. Customer testimonials (a small sampling) 
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November 27, 2018  

VIA E-MAIL AND OVERNIGHT MAIL 

 

Re: CBC Mortgage Agency’s Chenoa Fund 
Cedar Band of Paiute Indians 

Dear Mr. Compton: 

CBC Mortgage Agency (“CBCMA”) is an FHA approved Government Mortgagee wholly owned by the 
Cedar Band of Paiutes, a federally-recognized Native American Tribe (the “Cedar Band”), which relies, 
in part, on revenues from Chenoa Fund, CBCMA’s Down Payment Assistance (“DPA”) program, to 
fund key activities. CBCMA is submitting this letter to address certain public comments made by 
Federal Housing Administration (“FHA”) Commissioner Montgomery regarding the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development’s (“HUD”) plans for changes to requirements for its DPA program 
guidelines, particularly in light of HUD’s Fiscal Year 2018 Report to Congress (the “Annual Report”). 

The Commissioner’s comments reflect a misunderstanding of how HUD can effectively reform FHA’s 
DPA program guidelines. In particular, those comments seem to indicate a reliance on the untested 
assumption that only state housing finance agencies (“HFAs”) operate their DPA programs efficiently 
and in a manner that decreases default risk. As the data presented herein indicates, that assumption does 
not hold. Allowing strong competition from quality providers, coupled with implementing clear HUD 
standards and oversight, offers a better means of maintaining a viable HUD DPA program. Moreover, 
the Annual Report’s assertion that clarifying terms such as “prohibited sources” and “financially 
benefits from the transaction” will serve to reduce risk to the Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund (the 
“MMIF”) is made without any evidence that current DPA program guidelines alone increase risk, 
without regard to other factors. 

Further, to the extent the Commissioner’s comments may be directed at or involve CBCMA, CBCMA 
wishes to remind HUD of its status as a Native American tribal governmental entity, authorized to 
operate in any geographic area in the United States. The Commissioner’s comments, if directed toward 
CBCMA, do not appear to consider CBCMA’s loan performance, which compares favorably to loan 
performance data provided by HUD for other government entities, including HFAs. CBCMA’s loan 

J. Paul Compton, Jr. 
General Counsel 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
451 7th Street SW 
Washington, DC 20410 
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performance reflects CBCMA’s commitment to strong operational and underwriting standards, 
appropriate pre- and post-closing borrower counseling, and cost-reducing innovation and efficiency. 
Further, CBCMA provides its DPA financing in a manner that, unlike many HFAs, does not implicate 
the so-called “circular funding” mechanism that the HUD Office of Inspector General (the “OIG”) has 
repeatedly criticized. 

In this letter, CBCMA will: (1) provide a brief analysis of how its status as a tribal government entity 
gives it a national operating footprint, and how limiting HFAs to their own states should not implicate 
CBCMA’s geographic range; (2) provide data showing the favorable comparison of its DPA loan 
performance to other government entities; (3) describe why CBCMA’s funding model does not 
implicate the “circular funding” issue; (4) offer suggestions regarding how HUD might strengthen the 
DPA guidelines by collecting more specific data on individual DPA providers, including HFAs, and by 
setting meaningful credit and/or loan performance standards that would promote effective competition to 
lower costs to borrowers while allowing HUD to effectively oversee participants in the DPA program; 
and (5) set forth the need for HUD to conduct meaningful consultation with CBCMA if it is 
contemplating taking any actions regarding the issues articulated by the Commissioner. 

I. The Commissioner’s Public Comments and the Annual Report 

Both the Commissioner and FHA have announced on several occasions and in multiple forums that 
HUD intends to make changes to DPA program guidelines. For example, at a question and answer 
session on October 16, 2018, Commission Montgomery explained that HUD intends to limit the 
operations of DPA providers to their “jurisdiction,” mentioning specifically a limitation to the state 
where a DPA provider is “located.” The Commissioner also stated that HUD was focusing on 
prohibiting parties who receive “financial benefits” from participating in the program. The Annual 
Report also indicates HUD must take action to address the meaning of “prohibited sources” and 
“financially benefits” to decrease risk to the MMIF. 

It should be noted that the Commissioner’s and the Annual Report’s comparison of government entity 
DPA programs to now-prohibited seller-funded down payment assistance (“SFDPA”) is wholly 
inappropriate. Government entity DPA programs involve none of the troubling characteristics of 
SFDPA, including manipulated appraisals and inflated sales prices that contribute to increased risk to 
the MMIF. Government entity DPA providers like CBCMA operate to assist low-income borrowers and, 
as described below, put revenues back into their communities – a stark contrast to the problematic 
SFDPA financing schemes.  

II. Limiting Geographic Operations of CBCMA 

Given HUD’s lack of data on the performance of individual DPA providers, there is no reason to expect 
that limiting providers by geography will result in decreased risk to the MMIF. In fact, that approach 
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may actually limit the reach of the best-performing DPA providers. More importantly, in regards to 
CBCMA, any restriction based on “jurisdiction,” or some related idea of governmental footprint or 
capacity, must acknowledge that as a tribal government entity, CBCMA’s geographic operating territory 
is the entire United States. Any effort to limit DPA programs offered by entities like CBCMA is wholly 
unsupported by the text and legislative history of the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008 
(“HERA”).1  

CMCBA is a federally recognized arm of an Indian Band and a nationally-chartered mortgage agency as 
defined by the Secretary of the Interior. See Letter from Michael Flynn to Dana Wade, Amy L. Brown, 
Ricky Nelson and Paul Olin (Mar. 9, 2018), pp. 2-3 (the “First CBCMA Letter”). A copy of the First 
CBCMA Letter is enclosed herewith. As described in the First CBCMA Letter, CBCMA’s geographic 
range is recognized as the United States and its territories. The Constitution of the Paiute Indian Tribe of 
Utah states that the Cedar Band may manage Cedar Band enterprises and own and operate businesses 
and may conduct business affairs concerning all matters that relate solely to the Cedar Band (i.e., that do 
not involve the rest of the tribe), all without mention of geographic limitations, while also providing that 
powers may be expanded by the federal government. See Article VIII, Section 2(c); Article VIII, Section 
2(d); Article V, Section 1. The Cedar Band Corporation’s charter, issued by the Secretary of the Interior, 
specifically provides that it may operate “either within or without the Reservation,” and CBCMA’s 
charter states that it has authority to operate “anywhere in the United States and its territories.” Further, 
as a government entity of the Cedar Band, CMCBA is seen as a federal instrumentality, not a state 
instrumentality. See E.F.W. v. Stephen’s Indian High Sch., 264 F.3d 1297, 1304 (10th Cir. 2001); 
Solicitor of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Opinion M-27810. 

HUD’s longstanding policy recognizes tribal entities as government entities eligible to participate in the 
FHA DPA program. See First CBCMA Letter, pp. 6-7. Accordingly, in 2013, having received and 
reviewed CBCMA’s charters, HUD approved CBCMA as a Government Mortgagee, thus affirming its 
status as a governmental entity based upon full information that CBCMA would offer DPA nationwide.  

Further, it is clear that Congress intended that government entity DPA providers be limited based on 
credit and underwriting standards, not on other bases. CBCMA is statutorily authorized to offer 
secondary financing under 12 U.S.C. § 1735f-6, which mandates that HUD insure first mortgages with 
associated second mortgages from government entities, provided the loan otherwise meets the terms and 
conditions approved by the Secretary of HUD. Section 1735f-6 was added to the Housing and 
Community Development Amendments of 1978 in conference reconciliation. The conference committee 
indicated that the language “terms and conditions approved by the Secretary” was meant to apply to the 
credit terms of the second mortgage and accompanying first mortgage, and that it further expected HUD 
to apply only those limitations to the provision of secondary financing that would mitigate substantial 
                                                 
 
1 Pub. Law 110-289 (July 30, 2018). 
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risk of loss to the MMIF.2 In passing Section 1735f-6, Congress wanted to encourage HUD to work with 
“other forms of government” and foster the kind of innovation that CBCMA brings to the marketplace.3 

Accordingly, given that CBCMA is specifically authorized to operate its DPA program nationwide, 
HUD does not appear to have the authority to limit CBCMA’s geographic scope.  

III. CMCBA’s Data 

A. CBCMA’s Performance Data 

CBCMA retained Moody’s to analyze its loans and develop data regarding loan performance.4 Moody’s 
analysis of CBCMA’s August 2018 data shows that CBCMA loans outperform the averages of 
government entity-assisted FHA loans as reported by HUD in its August 2018 FHA Single Family 
Loans Performance Trend Credit Risk Report. CBCMA’s compare ratio with its peer government 
entities that provide DPA was well below 100 for every category, including seriously delinquent 
(“SDQ”) loan percentages,5 meaning CBCMA significantly outperformed the average government entity 
providing DPA. 

 

[Chart on Following Page] 

 

 

 

                                                 
 
2 “The Secretary remains free to withhold insurance for any other reason associated with normal underwriting standards, but 
could not withhold such insurance solely because the applicant was receiving or contemplated receiving assistance secured 
by such a secondary lien. It is the view of the committee that such insurance should not be withheld unless the secondary 
financing substantially increases the risk of loss to the Federal Government.” (Emphasis added.) House Report No. 95-1161. 
3 Id. 
4 HUD does not have similar data for all DPA providers. As discussed below in Section V, HUD should require all DPA 
providers, including HFAs, to obtain similar analyses of their loan performance so HUD can have a basis for determining the 
terms under which secondary financing substantially increases the risk of loss to the MMIF.  
5 The total of SDQ loans for all government entities is the sum of the percentages of 90+ days delinquency, plus foreclosures 
and bankruptcies. The total SDQ for CBCMA is the sum of the percentages of 90 and 120+ day delinquency of CBCMA first 
mortgages, plus claims made. 
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 % Of All 
CBCMA FHA 
Mortgages 

% of All Government 
Entities FHA DPA 
Mortgages 

CBCMA Compare 
Ratio 

30 Days Delinquent 4.41% 5.47% 80.7 

60 Days Delinquent 1.39% 1.94% 71.4 

90 Days Delinquent 1.54% 2.89% 53.4 

120+ Days 
Delinquent 

1.61%   

Foreclosure  1.04%  

Bankruptcy  1.07%  

Claims 0.02%   

Total of SDQ 3.18% 5.00% 63.6 

              

Given that CBCMA appears to be performing on par or better than most other government entities, there 
is no rational basis for limiting CBCMA’s area of operations, or for allowing lesser-performing state 
agencies to have a monopoly in their selected areas of operation. In addition, because HUD is not able to 
demonstrate that limiting where CBCMA provides secondary financing would substantially mitigate any 
risk to the Federal Government, such a limitation would contravene Congress’ express intent of 
protecting secondary financing programs under 12 U.S.C. § 1735f-6.  

B. CBCMA’s Program Standards Drive Its Results 

CBCMA performance is driven by its conservative program standards, borrower-focused oversight, and 
the multiple innovative sources of significant cost savings it brings to any transaction in which it 
provides DPA: 

• CBCMA’s programs require various reviews, including oversight by investors, third-party 
underwriting review of all loans, separate third-party quality control post-closing reviews (using 
samples of ten percent of loans), and rigorous correspondent lender screening.  
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• All borrowers are offered post-closing counseling by Hope Loan Port (“HLP”), a HUD-approved 
non-profit counseling agency, while borrowers in the 620-640 FICO band also receive pre-
closing counseling from HLP.  

• CBCMA has one set of guidelines across the geographies it serves, providing lenders with a 
significant cost savings, thus freeing capital to reach more borrowers. Historically, lenders who 
operate in a broad geographic region must contend with numerous program parameters in order 
to provide DPA across their entire operational footprint – large lenders might have to contend 
with as many as 2000 or more different programs. Using CBCMA allows such institutions to 
deal with only one set of guidelines and forms.  

• CBCMA has innovated to lower costs to borrowers by creating the CRA Note Exchange (the 
“CRA NE”) to allow more efficient secondary market sales. The CRA NE provides banks the 
ability to sort through loans to find those that meet their Community Reinvestment Act (“CRA”) 
needs, speeding up the secondary market sales of such loans, thus improving DPA program 
efficiencies across the board. CBCMA has invited state HFAs to utilize the CRA NE so that they 
and their borrowers can also take advantage of this innovative program.  

• CBCMA offers innovative programs such as its earned equity program, which provides 
borrowers with a sense of “skin in the game.” See First CBCMA Letter, p. 3. 

• Analyzing Moody’s data, CBCMA determined that even with all of the above-described 
measures utilized to help borrowers be successful long-term homeowners, borrowers with FICO 
scores between 620 and 639 experience defaults at a higher rate than borrowers with a FICO 
score of 640 or greater. In response to this, CBCMA determined that in addition to on-going 
post-purchase counseling, borrowers with FICO scores between 620 and 639 will receive one-
on-one pre-purchase education. In order to ensure continuity of assistance both before and after 
purchase and to further strengthen the relationship of trust with borrowers, the pre-purchase 
education is provided by HLP, which also provides CBCMA borrowers with post-purchase 
counseling. CBCMA will continue to review performance data to determine if this education 
improves the loan performance of borrowers in the 620-639 FICO band. If performance does not 
improve sufficiently, CBCMA will look at other ways it can support these borrowers, or may 
simply raise the minimum credit score of its programs to 640. 

IV. CBCMA Does Not “Financially Benefit” From Its DPA Programs 

The Commissioner also recently stated that HUD is seeking to redefine how a party may “financially 
benefit” from a transaction so as to eliminate certain DPA programs or providers. The Annual Report 
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also indicates HUD intends to clarify the term to potentially expand the meaning of “prohibited 
sources.” Even if such a concern is valid, it is not applicable to CBCMA. 

First, under HUD’s own rules and policies, government entities such as CBCMA are not subject to the 
“financial benefits” analysis. Second, CBCMA’s program structure does not result in a “financial 
benefit” as that term is currently understood. 

In 2008, Congress passed HERA, which prohibited interested party contributions to the borrower’s 
minimum required investment (“MRI”) for FHA-insured loans. HERA prohibited the following parties 
from contributing funds to MRIs: (1) a seller; (2) any other person or entity that financially benefits 
from the transaction; or (3) any third party or entity that is reimbursed, directly or indirectly, by the 
seller or any person or entity that financially benefits from the transaction. The term “financially 
benefits” was not defined. HUD’s 2012 Interpretive Rule clarified that the new prohibition: 

[D]oes not exclude as a permissible source of cash investment, funds provided directly by 
Federal, State or local governments, or their agencies or instrumentalities as part of their 
respective homeownership programs. (77 Fed. Reg. 72,222) 

Accordingly, CBCMA, as an instrumentality of a tribal government, is not subject to any “financially 
benefits” standard. 

Should HUD expand the meaning of “financially benefits” to encompass CBCMA’s structure, it would 
effectively be doing so for all similarly structured HFAs, thus eliminating the availability of a vast 
majority of DPA programs. 

The OIG has asserted that various state HFAs improperly financially benefit from “circular funding” of 
DPA programs by effectively obtaining gains from DPA transactions without putting their own capital at 
risk.6 Instead of contributing their own capital to provide a DPA second loan or a DPA gift, those HFAs 
contract with a third party that on behalf of the HFA buys first lien loans that have DPA from lenders 
who are participating in the HFA’s DPA program. As part of that sales price, the lenders are reimbursed 
for the DPA funds they advanced. The third party bundles the loans, securitizes them, and sells the 
securities, while also acting as servicer on the loans. It then pays the HFA net proceeds from the 
securitization sales, with the amount of DPA provided for each having already been taken out via the 
purchase price paid to the lender. As a result, the HFA receives profit without having put its funds into 
the DPA at the outset. 

                                                 
 
6 See HUD OIG Audit Report No. 2015-LA-1005, issued July 9, 2015; HUD OIG Audit Report No. 2015-1009 and No. 1010, 
both issued September 30, 2015; HUD OIG Audit Report 2017-LA-0003, issued March 3, 2017. 
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CBCMA’s funding model is quite different, as CBCMA places its own capital at risk in relation to the 
FHA first mortgages in the transactions.  CBCMA maintains a $100 million line of credit. Instead of 
having its servicer front the funds to buy and securitize the DPA assisted FHA loans, CBCMA itself 
buys the loans from the originators who participate in making CBCMA DPA loans, utilizing funds it has 
in its line of credit. CBCMA then sells the loans to third party investors, who hold, sell or securitize the 
loans. Thus, CBCMA’s own funds are inserted into the transaction, greatly increasing its real risk, which 
accurately reflects its role as a DPA provider. This includes not just the cost of the DPA, but the 
purchase of the entire first lien loan and subsequent liability for its indemnification and repurchase.  

Equally important, like the HFAs, CBCMA uses net revenues to support governmental activities, not for 
profits for third party investors. All of the net proceeds from CBCMA’s activities are distributed to the 
Cedar Band to fund essential governmental functions and social programs, such as Band Building 
Maintenance and Renovation, After School Youth Programs; Elders Assistance Programs (including a 
small monthly stipend), a Scholarship Program, Southern Paiute Language Study and Research, a Work 
Training Program, and Hunting Camps for youth. 

While HUD has previously disagreed with the OIG’s analysis,7 it is not clear from the Commissioner’s 
recent comments or the Annual Report whether HUD will continue to do so. As described above, while 
CBCMA places its own funds at risk in the transactions, many HFAs do not. Even if HUD adopts the 
OIG’s analysis, CBCMA should not be viewed as “financially benefitting” since it takes on the risk of 
providing DPA funds. 

Thus, even if HUD intends to develop another definition of “financially benefits,” it cannot use any such 
definition to limit CBCMA’s operations without placing the same limitations on HFAs.  

V. Possible Alternative Approaches for HUD to Reform Its DPA Program 

HUD’s misplaced focus on geographic limitations and “financial benefits” derives from the fact that 
HUD lacks quality data about DPA providers and does not have strong uniform standards by which to 
measure such providers. As a result, HUD seems to base its deliberations on unproven assumptions that 
HFAs are more reliable DPA providers than other government entities. As CBCMA’s above data shows, 
this is not true with respect to CBCMA. If HUD gives HFAs monopolies in their states, HFAs with poor 
loan performance will dominate the market. Relying on government entities to self-police, when such 
entities have no direct responsibility to or liability for the MMIF, is not a strong policy. 

There is a better solution. Controlled competition – a “monitored marketplace” – will drive providers to 
seek ways to operate more efficiently with lower costs while producing quality loans, as CBCMA has 

                                                 
 
7 Memorandum from Helen Kanofsky, General Counsel, Department of Housing and Urban Development (2015). 
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done, while ensuring that HUD can adequately supervise such participants and their impact on the 
MMIF. Competition will lead to the innovation that Congress sought to foster when passing 
Section 1735f-6. 

Several elements are needed to achieve a monitored marketplace: (1) reporting and monitoring of 
performance for individual government entities, (2) uniform minimum credit or performance standards, 
and (3) sufficient market participants. 

A. Reporting and Monitoring of Performance for Individual Governmental Entities 

HUD does not currently require identification of the specific government entity providing secondary 
financing, even though it does require identification of individual non-profits that provide DPA. Because 
of this lack of specific data, HUD is unable to identify which programs might be operating in a manner 
which substantially increases the risk of loss to the MMIF. If HUD can identify riskier DPA programs, it 
can focus its efforts on performance standards, rather than limiting DPA programs as a whole. 

HUD should require that originators enter an EIN or similar identifier in the FHA system when 
originating any FHA loan that receives DPA from a government entity. Presumably, originators could 
use the same field that they use when they enter the EIN for non-profits that provide DPA, so ideally 
there should be little or no modification necessary to HUD’s systems. 

Once HUD begins to link individual government entities to the FHA first mortgage for which they have 
provided DPA, HUD can create a report for government entities that is similar to Neighborhood Watch. 
Governmental entities will then have accurate performance information for their programs as well as 
relative performance information as compared to their peers, which will allow government entities to 
more easily identify deficiencies in their programs and track the effects of remedial measures. HUD will 
then be able to identify which government entities are meeting the standards discussed herein. 

Currently, many government entities have a difficult time determining the long-term performance of the 
FHA first mortgages they provide secondary financing on because they only purchase but do not 
originate the first mortgages and sell them servicing released. Facilitating their ability to track the loan 
performance of the FHA mortgages for which they provide assistance will almost certainly lead to 
improvement in the overall delinquency and default rates of FHA mortgages where the borrower 
receives DPA from a government entity. Once this data is available, HUD could then better assess what 
(if any) credit standards it may need to impose in order to assure that the performance of down payment 
assisted mortgages does not present a substantial risk of loss to the Federal Government. 
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B. Uniform Minimum Credit Standards and/or Performance Standards 

Uniform credit standards are already used in other FHA programs. HUD should also provide uniform 
minimum credit underwriting standards for all entities providing DPA, including government entities.8 
HUD currently has the data needed to determine the range of FICO scores or DTI ratios at which 
borrowers receiving DPA begin to default at levels that could pose a threat to the MMIF. From this data, 
HUD can determine the characteristics of a successful DPA loan and establish uniform credit standards 
for borrowers receiving DPA, possibly including minimum FICO and maximum DTI requirements.9 

In place of, or possibly in addition to, uniform credit standards, HUD could also set uniform 
performance standards for DPA providers. Once HUD is able to publish the loan performance of each 
government entity, setting loan performance standards would allow government entities to determine 
how to meet those performance-based standards, including by imposing credit requirements, increasing 
borrower support services such as pre-purchase education and/or post-purchase counseling, or allowing 
for some other form of down payment substitute. Most importantly, it would give government entities 
the opportunity to test out alternative and innovative practices. 

C. Sufficient Market Participants 

Measuring performance and setting standards, while necessary, are not sufficient in themselves to ensure 
that DPA programs are incentivized to be innovative, efficient, and focused on lower costs. Strong 
competition applied to meaningful standards, with effective measuring of performance, can drive 
efficiency and lower costs. CBCMA’s strong program features and innovative processes are a clear 
example of what a managed marketplace can achieve. A managed marketplace should be HUD’s goal; 
limiting the number of providers in any geographic area is not a recipe for improvement. 

VI. Tribal Consultation  

As discussed above, the Commissioner’s public statements regarding possible geographical limitations 
on DPA programs and creating a definition for the term “financially benefits” raise issues that would 
substantially and directly impact the Cedar Band. As discussed in the First CBCMA Letter, HUD’s 
                                                 
 
8 The delinquency rate for FHA mortgages that receive DPA from government entities is on par with that of FHA mortgages 
that receive DPA from relatives, and is substantially lower than that of loans that received DPA from “other” sources. 
However, DPA from government entities makes up only 26.5% of all DPA provided, while DPA from relatives accounts for 
62.5% of all DPA. 
9 Such standards will help alleviate any concerns HUD may have that choosing to not restrict the geographic scope of DPA 
providers will cause a proliferation of DPA. If DPA can be responsibly provided only to creditworthy borrowers, the amount 
of DPA offered will naturally be limited to a certain portion of HUD’s portfolio, and the amount that is actually provided will 
not be a detriment to the MMIF. 
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Tribal Consultation Policy requires that HUD engage in consultation “on regulations, legislative 
proposals, and other policy statements or actions that have substantial direct effects on one or more 
Indian tribe [sic], or on the distribution of power and responsibilities between the Federal Government 
and Indian tribes.”10 Indeed, HUD is required to consult with tribes before drafting policies with tribal 
implications, including by providing at least a 30-day comment period.11 In accordance with this 
requirement, if HUD is contemplating any action that could impact CBCMA’s operations, CBCMA 
requests that HUD first engage in meaningful consultation with CBCMA. 

CBCMA values its relationship with HUD and appreciates the opportunity to address any concerns 
HUD may have with the Chenoa Fund program. We look forward to engaging in a discussion regarding 
these issues, and appreciate your consideration of our request. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Flynn 

Enclosure 
 
cc (via email and overnight mail):  

Brian Montgomery, Assistant Secretary for Housing and FHA Commissioner  
Joseph M. Gormley, Associate General Deputy Assistant Secretary for Housing 
Amy L. Brown, Acting Associate General Counsel, Office of Insured Housing 

                                                 
 
10 Department of Housing and Urban Development Tribal Government-to-Government Consultation Policy, § II(D). 
11 Id. 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20410-0050 

May25,2016 

MEMORANDUM FOR: David Montoya, HlJD Inspector General 
Edward Golding, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary, 

HUD Office of Housing 

FROM: Nani Coloretti, Deputy Secretary ~ ~ 
SUBJECT: Decision: Office oflnspector General Audit of NOVA Financial & 

Investment Corporation's FHA-Insured Loans with Downpayment 
Assistance, Report 2015-LA-0010 

Consistent with section 5-5 of the Department's Audit Management System Handbook 
2000.06 REV-4, this decision memorandum represents management's decision and resolves the 
present disagreement between the Office ofinspector General (OIG) and the Office ofHousing
Federal Housing Administration (FHA) arising out of OIG's audit of NOVA Financial & 
Investment Corporation (NOVA) and its origination of FHA-insured single family mortgages for 
borrowers using dm.vnpayment assistance provided by various housing finance agencies. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Despite several attempts to resolve their differences of opinion, OIG and FHA continue to 
disagree as to whether the dmvnpayment assistance programs being operated by the governmental 
entities and utilized by borrowers in connection with FHA-insured financing originated by NOVA 
violated FHA's requirements. OIG and Housing disagree on six recommendations made in the 
NOV A Audit, and OIG referred these disagreements to me for resolution. Specifically, OIG 
recommended that NOVA do the following: 

1. OIG Recommendation lB: "stop originating FHA loans with ineligible gifts as 
part of d0Vv11payment assistance programs .... " 

2. OIG Recommendation lC: "indemnify HUD for 405 FHA loans that were 
originated with the ineligible gift as part of the do-wnpayment assistance programs 

" 

3. OIG Recommendation ID: "indemnify HUD for the additional 304 loans 
originated under the Home in Five, Pima Tucson, and similar dmvnpayment 
programs that may contain ineligible downpayment assistance .... HUD must 
review the 304 loans to determine whether they were insurable without the 
ineligible downpayment assistance." 
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4. 010 Recommendation lF: "collaborate with loan servicers to reduce the interest 
rates for FHA borrowers who received downpayment assistance, were charged a 
premium interest rate, and have not refinanced or terminated their original FHA 
loan" 

5. OIG Recommendation 1 G: "reimburse FHA borrowers for overpaid interest as a 
result of the premium interest rate for those who received downpayment 
assistance, were charged a premium interest rate, and have refinanced or 
terminated their original FHA loan" 

6. OIG Recommendation 1 H: "update all internal control checklists to include 
specific HUD FHA rules and regulations governing downpayment assistance, 
premium interest rates, and allowable fees" 

The resolution of these six recommendations primarily depends upon the determination of 
three issues: 

1. What is the interpretation and application of the National Housing Act 
"Prohibited Sources" provisions to the downpayment assistance provided by a 
governmental entity? 

2. Whether the specific practices of the governmental entities providing 
do-wnpayment assistance in the particular instances referenced in the NOVA 
Audit violate these "Prohibited Sources" provisions as they were interpreted and 
applied at the time of the audit. 

3. Whether the specific practices of the governmental entities at issue in the NOVA 
Audit violate any other applicable FHA requirements concerning premium pricing 
or gift funds. 

After meeting with 010, FHA and the Office of General Counsel (OGC) on these issues, I 
charged OIG and OGC with conferring further to see if there was any common ground with respect 
to the relevant legal issues underscoring the Audit's determinations. The two offices conferred, and 
OIG also provided documentation that previously was not available to FHA or OGC. I understand 
that, pursuant to those discussions, the three offices - OIG, Housing, and OGC - agree that the 
Federal Housing Administration: Prohibited Sources of 1'1inimum Cash Investment Under the 
National Housing Act-Interpretive Rule ("2012 Interpretive Rule") permits governmental entities 
to provide downpayment assistance that may represent a borrower's minimum cash investment. 
Docket No. FR~5679-N-01. However, neither office has changed its underlying view of the legal 
issues surrounding the NOVA FHA-insured single mortgages at issue in the audit and continue to 
disagree as to the manner in which a governmental entity may raise funds for its downpayment 
assistance program and the manner in which a governmental entity may provide downpayment 
assistance to perspective borrowers. Both OIG and OGC provided me with their position on these 
legal issues, and this memorandum sets forth my final determination. 
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1) The "Prohibited Sources" Provisions and Treatment of Governmental Entities 

The 2012 Interpretive Rule is the Department's legal interpretation and application of the 
National Housing Act's "Prohibited Sources" provisions, which restrict certain persons and entities 
from funding the borrower's minimum required downpayment. The Interpretive Rule specifically 
excludes governmental entities from the "Prohibited Sources" provisions and places no restrictions 
or prohibitions on how governmental entities raise funds for their downpayment assistance 
programs. In addition, the Department's General Counsel has opined by memorandum dated 
August 11, 2015 ("General Counsel's opinion") and attached hereto as Attachment A, that 
governmental entities generate their funds for downpayment assistance programs through a 
variety of mechanisms (which could include the sale of mortgages on the secondary market) and, 
once the funds legally belong to the governmental entity, that control is sufficient to render them 
eligible for use as downpayment assistance and a proper source for the borrower's minimum 
cash investment. Neither the Interpretive Rule nor the subsequent Mortgagee Letter 2013-14, 
titled "Minimum Cash Investment and Secondary Financing Requirements - Acceptable 
Documentation for Funds Provided by Federal, State, or Local Governments, their Agencies or 
Instrumentalities," placed restrictions on the manner in which governmental entities raised funds. 
Additionally and as the General Counsel has noted, the "Prohibited Sources" provisions of the 
National Housing Act, captured at section 203(b)(9)(C) of the Act, are directed towards parties that 
financially benefit from the property sales transaction and the primary mortgage transaction, not 
transactions that occur in the secondary mortgage market. As such, I have determined that the 
governmental entities involved in the NOV A Audit represented a permissible source for 
borrowers' minimum cash investment. 

2) "Prohibited Sources" Provisions as Interpreted and Applied at the Time of the 
NOVA Audit 

The 2012 Interpretive Rule and Mortgagee Letter 2013-14 were in effect and applicable 
during the time of OIG's audit. In fact, OIG's analysis in the audit acknowledged and recognized the 
applicability of the 2012 Interpretive Rule and Mortgagee Letter 2013-14. The audit 
determinations, however, rely upon a finding that certain provisions of the FHA Handbook 
("Handbook") still apply to governmental entities. Specifically, OIG asserts that the lender is 
obligated to ensure compliance with 4155.1 5.B.4.a, which requires that there is no expected or 
implied repayment of gift funds by the borrower, and 4155.1 5.A.2.i, which places a restriction on 
the use of premium pricing that results in a credit to the borrower such that the credit cannot exceed 
the borrower's closing costs and/or prepaid items. In light of the Interpretive Rule and Mortgagee 
Letter 2013-14, which post-date and supersede the cited Handbook provisions, and the subsequent 
General Counsel's opinion regarding the applicability of these authorities, I conclude that OIG has 
not established in its audit a violation of any applicable requirements governing these dovmpayment 
assistance programs. 
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3) Gift Funds and Premium Pricing 

a. Gift Funds 

I also conclude, contrary to OIG's allegations, that the funds used for the downpayment 
assistance were consistent with the FHA rules governing gift funds, as determined by Handbook 
4155.1. Based on the information provided by OIG, it appears that the borrowers received grant 
funds from the governmental entities and were not, in fact, required to repay these grants. Indeed, 
010 takes issue with an apparent arrangement between certain governmental entities and lenders 
participating in the secondary mortgage market, in which the lenders reportedly provided funds to 
support the downpayrnent assistance program (financial support that, according to OIG, was 
borrower-funded); but documents memorializing the arrangement expressly provide that the 
"[ d]own payment assistance is a grant and is not directly repayable by the borrower .... "1 In 
addition, according to the record information provided by OIG, the borrowers did not execute any 
additional note or security instrument to document the creation of a debt obligation securing the 
repayment of the downpayrnent assistance amount. 2 The sales contract was not artificially inflated 
and the original principal balance of the mortgage was not increased to cover the cost of the 
downpayment assistance. There was no prepayment penalty imposed upon the borrower if the 
borrower prepaid the mortgage such that the full value of any increased interest rate was not fully 
realized. As such, I conclude that there was no expectation ofrepayment of the downpayrnent 
assistance as alleged by OIG. Thus, I conclude that the downpayment assistance at issue in OIG's 
audit is permitted under current FHA rules. 

b. Premium Pricing 

I also conclude that FHA' s policies addressing "premium pricing" in Handbook 4155 .1 
were not applicable in the circumstances as alleged by OIG. FHA's requirements related to 
"premium pricing" are only applicable where the interest rate negotiated between the borrower and 
lender results in a credit from the lender that then is reflected on line 802 of the HUD-1 Form.3 OIG 
specifically has found that no credit was generated in these cases. See Appendix D (indicating that 
no credit was found in the HUD-I for the reviewed loans). Consequently, there cannot be a 
violation of FHA's premium pricing policies where there is no corresponding credit to the borrower, 
because FHA's restrictions on premium pricing do not apply. 

DECISION 

The "Prohibited Sources" provisions of section 203(b)(9)(C) of the National Housing Act do 
not mandate the conclusion that governmental entities are prohibited sources of downpayment 

1 As previously detennined, there are no restrictions placed on governmental entities in how they elect to raise funds for 
their respective downpayment assistance programs. The subsequent sale of the mortgage on the secondary market is a 
pennissible source of funds for a governmental entity's downpayment assistance program. Additionally, FHA does not 
have the legal authority to regulate interest rates. 
2 Memorandum of Jeremy Kirkland, Counsel to the Inspector General, to Tanya E. Schulze, Regional Inspector General 
For Audit (hereinafter "Kirkland Memorandum"), dated June 17, 2015, concerning the NOV A Audit, page 2, (noting 
borrowers had gift letters stating that the downpayment assistance was not required to be repaid.). 
3 In the section of the HUD-1 Form setting out items payable in connection with the loan, line 802 requires the 
mortgagee to provide the "credit or charge (points) for the specific interest rate chosen" by the borrower. 
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assistance in connection with FHA-insured m01tgages, regardless of how such entities generate their 
funds. Based on the facts presented by OIG in the NOVA Audit, it does not appear that the legal 
position of the Department and the policies of FHA with respect to governmental downpayment 
assistance in place at the time of the audit were violated by the lender. Moreover, the policies of 
FHA with respect to premium pricing and gifts also do not appear to have been violated by the 
lender, based on the facts that OIG has presented. 

The NOV A Audit makes neither allegations nor any determinations that the then applicable FHA 
requirements found in Mortgagee Letter 2013-14 were violated. The NOVA Audit also does not 
support a determination that the 2012 Interpretive Rule was violated. As such, I find no basis in the 
NOVA Audit to support Recommendations lB, IC, ID, lF and 10 and therefore will not require 
any further action by FHA with respect to these recommendations. With respect to 
Recommendation lH, I concur with OIG's recommendation and direct FHA to review and, where 
appropriate, update its guidance, including any internal control checklists, to include FHA rules and 
regulations governing downpayment assistance, premium interest rates and allowable fees, 
consistent with this memorandum. Additionally, while the Department believes the downpayment 
assistance program as described in OIG's audit is permissible under law and that OIG has not 
established a violation of any FHA rules and regulations applicable at the time of the audit, I am 
directing FHA, in concert \\1th the Government National Mortgage Association ("Ginnie Mae"), to 
review prospectively, and provide to the Deputy Secretary within 90 days any policy 
recommendations relating to, (1) the role of secondary mortgage market participants in providing 
financial assistance to governmental entities that in turn use those funds, including funds generated 
through prior mortgage transactions, to support downpayment assistance programs; and (2) any 
advisable parameters governing such arrangements. In addition, I am directing FHA to evaluate the 
appropriate risk-related factors with respect to loans that include downpayment assistance, including 
any potential additional risk to consumers and/or to the Mutual Mortgage Insurance Fund, and 
determine whether steps can be taken to mitigate that risk and ensure that the risks are within FHA's 
risk tolerance. FHA should report the results of its evaluation to the Deputy Secretary within 30 
days. 
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OFFlCE OF HOUSING 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
WASHINGTON, DC 20410-8000 

AQG 1 1 2015 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Edward L. Golding, Principal Deputy Assistant Sere· · · ✓ 
Housing, H ~~ 

FROM: Helen Kanovsky, General Counsel, C ~ 
SUBJECT: , Permissible SoJ.ll'ce of Funcis for Gqvernmental Entities 

Downpayment Assistance Programs. 

You have advised that the audit of NOVA Financial & Investment Corporation t>y.the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development's (HUD) Office oflnspector General (OIG) has 
created concerns about the proprie,:Y of certain Dowppayrn~nt J\.ssistance (DPA) pr9grams being 
operated by various goyernmenqil entities, incluqing Ho~ing Finance Agenci"s. Specitic1:1Uy, you 
requested glli9!U)ce concemingwhether a gov~nun~talentity' s use ofF'H.f\ mortgages with 
arguably higher than market intei:e~ rates injts DP.A.program repres.ents "premium pricing" as 
defined by Federal Housing Administration (FHA) requirements. Additionally, you asked '-whether 
a practice qfraisingfunds in this manner by governmental entiti;s toprovide DP A is permissible 
underf'HA requirem~ts. 

First, FHNs Interpretative ~ule, Docket No. FRM5679-N-.O 1, publis1le9 onIJe~mber. 5, 
2012 and MortgageeLeUer 2,013-14, publjshed on May 9, 2013.supersed~.dpreviqusFJ;IAguidance 
in regards to governmental entities DP A programs. Second, neither the ln~retative Rul·e· nor the 
Mortgagee Letter placed restrictions on how a governmental entity may :furid its DP A programs. 
Fi~lly, .the t1Sepf ~<is derive~ifr9Ill the sale. ofm.orte1ages vnth higher than market interest rates 
does not con.stitpte prt!rniµm pricing ~ defin~ 1,;y F.Hl\, nor does it violate arty other requirement 
placed on DPAprovideq. by govenuriental entities. · · · 

Pennissible Source of Funds for Downpayment Assistance Programs 

Governmental entities are a permissible source of funds for a borrower• s Minimum Cash 
Investment.• fHA's.interpretation of sec.tion 203(b)(9)(G) ofthe:f\Iati.onal Housirg J\ctprovides that 
FHA is not prohibited frolll insuring mortgage:; origh1ate~ 118 J}art o(~ gC>ve~eijtal entities DP A 
programs when the entity directly provides fundstowiu,·d the requifed ¥inqrium Casliinvestment. 
This interpretive :rule placed no restrictio11S 011 ho;vv govepimeqtal ~qtjtjes Eicquired the ftlnds used 
for their respective DP A programs. ln fact, the intei:pretive :rule s~cificlllly menti9ned and 
recognized various ways governmental entities c~ntlYraise.fimds for their resp~ve J:>PA 
programs - such as public :furids, tax revenue, taxable and tax exempt general obligation bonds, and 
housing bonds. Further, the interpretative rule did not prohibit nor preclude governmental entities 
from raising funds through other means such as the sale of mortgages on the secondary market. 

Subsequent to the interpretive rule, FHA issued Mortgagee Letter 2013-14, which provided 
additional guidance to mortgagees on how to document the funds used for DP A provided as well as 
guidance on secondary financing by a Federal, State, or local governments or their agencies or 
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instrumentalities. This Mortgagee Letter did t1ot place any restrictions or prohibitions on how a 
governmental entity could raise funds to fund its DPA program. 

2 

FHA's d~~ennination not to place restrictions or prohibitions on how a governmental entity 
raises ftmds to support its DP A programs through either the Interpretive Rule or the Mortgagee 
Letter is in keeping with FHA' s previous guidance. FHA' s Handbook 4155 .1.5. B.4.b concerning 
the source of funds fofa gift specifically states th~t "FHA is not concerned with how a donor 
obtains gift funds, provided that the funds are hot ·derived in any mariner from a party to the sales 
transaction." Flllther, asthe It1terpretativ! Rµle 1111d the rvfortgageeLetter are the later enacted, they 
supersede any previousguidanc~tllatargiJAblymayconflict. ·FHA qoes not place restrictions or 
prohibitions on how a governmental entity electsforaise funds to support its DPA program and 
governmental entities may directly provide funds for a borrower's Minimum Cash Investment. 

Premium Pricing 

Se~tion:203(b)(5)of~eNationalHo\lSillg Actprovidesthatthe interest rate on an FHA. 
insmed mortga&e is to be a~ed ~pon by the borrower and the lender. Regulation 24C.F .R 
§203.20 sinlilllflyprovide~ that the·boJTOV.,~r.and ~e lender~toag.,reeupon the mortgage interest 
rate .. FHA does not regulate interest rates and cannot regulate interest rates. 

FHA.'s bUITent guidance does not prohibit premiilin pricing. FHA guicmnce does, ~owever, 
restrict how a credit to the borrower, as a result of premiwn pricing, may be used; FHA pennits the 
creditto be: appliedto~cls a boll'ower'sdosing co~ts orptherprepaid items, butdoes notpennit 
the credit to 1'e µsed te>Vv~~ the b.orrower's dmynpayment ff the res\llting credit exceeds .the 
amo1111t of actua,1 ~lpsill~ cos~ or prepaid items, HUD requires the Iend~r to reduce the principal 
balance of tne mQrtgage; 

,'. ' '. ; " ' . " ' ' -/•·,- ·J·/·--, 

1Jere1s nff violatip11 ofFHA.restridio11s .. o~.pre111i1¥ priciri~ where the fates agreed upon 
by borrower andlenderare generally the rates availallle tQ home9~yel'S participa?ng in DP A 
programs. Similarly, there is also no violation ofFHA restrictions onpremiwn pricing where any 
apparent increased interest. rate did not result in a coJTesponding credit to the boJTower. 

NOVA Audit 

Basecl ont?,ea?ove le~al analysis, \Vedo notsee anybasistQchall~ngethe le~ality of 
NOV A's DP A progrmns: Bec~us~ the practices en~ged fo by NOV.A do not representpremium 
pricirg asdeflnedbr.FHA i;qlli~ernen~, aJld because FHA does not restrict the source ofthe funds used 
for the DPA provided by g~>Vemmental entities, w~ cannqt support the rno•s conclusion that NOVA 
violated FHArequiretnents concerning premhm1pricingor the provision ofgifts. Please let me kriow if 
you have any finther q1:1estions concerning this matter. 
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Oll l(.'1 Ol-' IIOt'~l\;G 

December 9. 2016 

MEMORA D M FOR: 

FROM: 

UBJECT: 

OEPARTME~'TOI-~ 110 INC NO URBAN OtVEI..OPM~"l• 
WASIIINOTON. DC 20,,IO-$JOO 

Tanya E. Schulz 
Regional lnspec1or General for Audil 9DGA 

Robcn E. Mulderig 
Acting Depuiy Assisiant Secreta,y for Single Family Housing, H 

Audilee Response: 
HUD Failed 10 Adcqua1ely Oversee FHA-Insured Loans wilh Borrower
Financed Downpaymcnl Assistance 
OIG Draft Audit Repon tunber: 20I7-LA-X>-,"CX 
Issue Date: December XX. 2016 

The Office of lnspec1or General (OIG) perfon11ed lhe subjccl audi1 of oversigh1 by the US 
Depanment of Housing and rban Development (I-IUD) of Federal Housing Administration 
(FJ-IA)-insured loans for which downpa)1nen1 assi tance was provided to borrowers through 
pro1,>ram adminis1ered by Hou ing Finance gencies (HFAs). OIG's stated objective was to 
dc1cnninc whe1hcr HUD had adequate con1rol 10 en ure 1ha1 FHA-in ured loans "; th 
downpayment assistance complied wi1h HUD requiremen1s. 

Deputy Secreta,y Coloretti has asked me to respond to the draft audi1 repo11 on her behalf. 
as well as on behalf of the Office of Hou ing (Hou ing). 

Let me sugge I a11he outset 1hat we believe 1ha11he 1ille of the audi1 i misleading, in 
suggesting 1hat HFA-sponsored downpayme111-assisted Fl-IA mortg;ige loans are "bo,rower
financed." Such loans benefit borrowers financially through the average life of an Fl-IA loan, will, 
interest rates thal only marginally higher than FHA lom1s wi1hou1 downpayment assistance and 
re0ect 1he lightly increased ri k for such bo1TOwer . As our analysi below dcmonstralcs, the draft 
audi1 repon fails 10 accow11 for lhe benefi1 of the downpaymcnt assistance and oversta1es in1erest 
rate differences. 

FHA Response to OIG Proposed findings and Rcsommcndations--Ovcrvicw 

Housing con iders uch program to be an i111pona111 1001 for assisting underse,ved but 
credi1-wonl1y fmnilies across the oiled Stales 10 move to homco\\11ership-a nd especially, for 
helping 10 make llus oppontmity available to 11,ose fm11ilies earlier. Of course. Housing is 
committed to en uring that a po1ential borrower enters into an FHA•in ured mortgage only if and 
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when his/her fmancial and credit record demonstrntes thal homeowne~hip can be srn: .. -cessfull. 
su.stained-bo th for the Slability of the homeowner and, equally importan~ for the stability of the 
~iutual Mortgag Insurance {MMI) Fund. Aul when our trong underwriting guidelines 
dcmonslnlll: that that is the case for any bom>wi:r, FHA's mission is then to expand access to credit 
for homebuying for such borrowers. not to restrict it: nnd do"npn)ment assistance from qualified, 
public purpose-driven govenunent entities i.1= nn important tool for enhancing that opportunity. 

Housing appr«:iuh:s the a1wl) ·is thul th" OIG lms douo in prcp:aring this draft uudit r"port. 
While Housing contends dial dte draft atKlil report contains certain in.1c urnte facts aud corollarY 
condusions related to govemnl<!nt-sponsored do"11pa)ment assistance, we concur with many of the 
o,·crJrChiug principl'-'S implit!d by tht! Rt!commcndalions in lb\! drafl rt!port. 

Absent additional evidence, Housing belio,·,-s d1a1 current govommcnl-sponsored 
downpaymcnl assistance programs arc compliam with stalme, regulation, and program guidance, 
while ussisting potential homcbuyors lo secure and sustain U,c objective of homeownership. 

In particular, Hou.sing disagrees with the draft rq,ort's assertion that 11,c use-of governmenl• 
sponsorcd downpa~mcnt assistance lO fi.Jnd a FHA borrower's minimum required investment is 
lacking FHA internal controls. FHA bus intcrn,J c-ontrols lo c-onfinn co111pli1111<,-.: with the l11w 11ud 
FHA requiren,ents, consistent with the Office of General Counsds' legi,l opinion conceming the 
operation of go,·ernmenlal downpa}111ent assisia,,ce programs. Sp<eifically, FIIA has put in place 
controls to cmurc that the funds being used for the borrower's miDimum cash iovcstmcDl an: legally 
those of lho gov mment.11 entity at closing, and originating lenders ore re<111ired lo obtain 
confimrn.tion of that from tile governmental entity. The controls in place were not de igncd to 
prevent do"11pa}ment assistance programs such as those al isS11e in previous 010 audits, since it is 
FHA's positioD-\ hich tl>c Ocput , Secn:truy has confumcd-{ltat such govcna111cnlal 
downpayment assistance programs are legal and compliant with FHA rec:1uirements. 

Of course, I-lousing routinely evaluates ways in which we can strengthen intcmal controls, 
:111d we, ill consider how controls for downpoymcnl assistance programs can be improved while 
still maintaining access to such programs for creditworthy borrowers. \\'e will continue to explOfe 
avenues that provide appropriate information to FHA when Hl'A-sponsored downpa)ment 
assiSlan~ loans arc originated, allowing our reviewers to closely monitor complia11CC \\~th the 
:-laliomJ Housing Ac1. 

We urge you to consider the following key points and consider making appropriate revisions 
to th.J drafi fi.'POrl, since a ruport \\ ith pr"-·miscs lhat nro inar..-.....'11nll\! is unlikely lo s~rvc well either 
your office or FHA and tlte Deportment 

Suhfect DtM'npavment A. ~mnce Proeram are I .eeal 

First, lei me reilerJle wlml Dq,uly ecret:ary Coloretli lms already indicated to your Office 
earlier reg.1rding compliance of HF A-spo1twred downp.1~1nent a."'sistance programs with FHA 
guidance: I lousing has not idcntilicd Bn}thing in the draft report that dcn1onslrJles such programs 
:tr~ no,,co,nplinnl with FHA guid1111cc or inco,isistcnl wiUt lhc legal rcquircmcnls established in the 
.L :ilional Housing At.1. We luwi;: sought ndvice from our prog.r.un counsel on m.1 ongoing bnsis 
throughoin the review cycles for what are now four different OJG audits on this maner. 
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As a result of that corn1scl, our dctcm1ina.tion consistently remains that the I IF -sponsored 
downpaymcnt as.sistancc progran,, specifically identified in your audits comply with the applicable 
sllllutory, regullllory nnd administrati\'C requircmonts. Our counsel has provided us clear lcgul 
advice on the requirements for do\\1_1pa}1.nent assistance sufficient to allow FHA to detennine when 
a program is operating 01n.c::ide the bound.c:: of the law. If evidence is presented t.o us demorl:.(Uating 
such non-compliance, FHA stands ready to take appropriate action to curtail uch activity. 

The draft audit makes leMthat 010 is operating with a different view of the legal 
requirements applicable lo d0\mpa}111e11t assistance programs operated by Governmental Entities. 
As OOC has opinod, and tl10 Ooputy Secretary has confim,od in her adjudication of u previous audit 
di ·agreement on this very issue, tl1e maimer in \\11icb a Go\'emmental Enthy generates the funds 
necessary to operate its downpayment ist.111 programs is not regulated by f'1 IA, nor do the 
prohibitions of the 'ational Housing Act preclude the types of'ti.mding mechanisms that OIG 
asserts arc improper. ·n,c Deputy Secretary suned: 

The 2012 Interpretive Rule is the Oepanment's legal inta-pretation and application of the 
National Housing Act' s "Prohibited Sources" provisions, which restrict certain persons and 
entities from funding th~ borrower's minimum required downpaymcoL 1be Inlaprelive 
Rule specifically e,ccludes govemmemal colities &om the "Prohibited Soirces" provisions 
and places no restrictions or prohibitions on how sovenunental entities raise fluid, for their 
dom,paymcnt assistance progr•rns. In addition, 1hc Department's Ocncral C.Ounscl bas 
opined by memorandum <fated August 11. 2015 ("General C.Ouosel's opinion") and 
atta hed hereto a,t,; Attachment that gov mmen1al entities generate their funds for 
down payment assistance programs through a variety of mechanisms (which could include 
the sale of mortgages on the sccondury market) nnd, once the funds legally belong to the 
governmental entity. that control is sufficient to render them eligible for use as 
down payment a..'i.c::i~tan e and a proper source for the borrower's minimum cash 
inve tmcnt. r-:eitl.1 r the Interpretive Kule nor the subsequent Mortgagee Letter 20 13- 14, 
titled "Minimum Cash Investment and SecODdwy Financina Requirements - Acceptable 
Documenlation for Funds Provided hy Federal. Stnte, or Local Governments, their 
Agencies or lnstn1mentalities," placed resttictiom on the manner in which governmental 
cntili raised funds. (Sec 1bc Deputy Sccrctary's D.:ci ion: Office of In pcctor General 
Audit ofKOVA Fimmci11l & lrwcstmcut Corpomtion•s FHA-Insured Loans with 
Downpayrnent i\ sistnn e, Report 201 S-J.A-00 10). 

Additionally, (.-ontrnry 10 1hc assertions in this audit, the . u1ionul Housing Act and FHA's 
scope of :rnthority in this area are restricted to the sales transaction being liu:mced with the FHA 
insured mortgage. As stnted hy the Dq,u ty Sccrctnry, "the "Prohibited Sourecs" provisions of the 
• ational Housing Act, captured at section 203(bX9)(C) of the Act, arc directed towards panics that 
financinll. b.."llefit from the propcny sales trnnsnction mid the primary mortgngc trnnsnction, lli1l. 
tran.c::actions that occur in the ~oo nd1ry mortgage market." (empha.,;;is added: ~e Deputy 
Secretary's ()e ci . ion: otlice of Inspector General Audit of . OV Financial & lnv""1mcnt 
Corporation' s FHA-In urcd Loan with Downpaymcnt Assistance, Report 20 1S-LA-00 10). We 
urg• the O!G to """"'Pl tho detcnnim1tio11 of tl1e D<1>11ty Secret:try mid the u,Mco of tha Office of 
General Coun.sel, the office charged with providing all official leg,,1 advice to 1he agency, and 
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evaluate these Govemmental Downpa)tnent Assist:mce progmms based on this officiul 
understanding ofU,e provision of the ·ational Housing Act. It is beyond the scope of the ·a1ional 
Housing Act and FHA's lllllbority to sedc to regulate secondary madcet 11'811S8Ctions. 

Housing disagrees with the draft auditn,port's characterization of FHA's willingness to 
work with progr:tm participant,; to en.~ure they are comrlying with Federal law and FHA 
requirements, which it describes as "enabling" such programs. FHA regularly works with a 
variety of stolkd1old.:rs to cnsur~ thut programs an: working "'ITcctivdy 10 serve c..T~dit wo11hy, 
qualified borrowers across U1 nation; this is simply good governance 011 the part of FHA. Tbc 
conversations referenced were never intended to skin requirements, as intimated in the draft 
audit r\!port, but r.uhcr 10 ensure compliance with FHA requirements and th\! 1ational Housing 
Act. lndee.cl. by working with housing finance agencies in this manner, FHA was able to prevenl 
violations of its requirements from occurring in the first place. 

In particular, through U1c mectin!l,1; refcrcuccd, ~-HA wus able 10 prevent the operation of 
programs in wh_ich the govemmental enlity would not provide its funds to close nor make a 
dctcm,ination as to its willingness 10 purchase a loan until after the loan had clo. ed. 11,ose 
meetings were intended to ensure lhal the govcmmcnlal cnlity ~ make the determination that 
the borroncr is to be given downpaymcnt assistance through the entity' s progiam and that the 
govenunent..-11 entity either provides 1he fund~ in advance or incurs a legally binding obligation, 
e.g., by emering into a debt obligation or drawing from a previously established line of credit. 

FHA nmde clear in its policy thnt it would c..i.11 into question nny downp.1)'1nent nssistancc 
for which the governmental entity docs not satisfy the debt or lcg.,I oblig.,tion. Contrary to the 
draft report' s implication, tbe prearrangemem of filnds described !!2g comply with the law and 
FHA's requirements and -.as designed to do so. The mere fact that a governmental entity's debt 
obligation is transferred from an originator to a servicer and then salisfied by the govemmental 
entity docs not negate the fact that this funding mechanism is compliant with Federal law and 
HI requirements. Ifthc 010 has evidence that U,cse legal debt obligation have not been 
satisfied in specific do»npaym cnt assistance programs, plcnsc do provide it 10 Housing. so U,nt 
we can pursue with the subject entities the legality of those programs. 

Impact o(Downpavment A 1.stancy l'roernm• for FHA JlotTOWers 
Seoond. regurding the impact of HF A-sponson.-d downpaymenl nssist:mce to FHA 

borrow=, our review of the OIG's anaJy!lis suggests that that analysis is flawed. By your own 
acknowledgment in the audit report, some of the I IF A-sponsored downpayment assistance 
programs you have audited havt.! as a condition for borrower.; participating that they be required to 
complete pre-purchase counseling wid1 a HUD-certified housing counseling agency; and the report 
recommends th31 Flt standardize this as a requirement for such progr:uns.. We-are exploring this 
as a potential policy enhanccmcm, but caution that program counsel have indicatc.d to us thnt such a 
policy change will likely rac1uire new ndemaki.ng. 

. Iso as you ack'Tlowledge, son,e I U'A-sponsored programs already require the borrow,-r to 
certify that he/she l'l.'OOgnizcs Urnt receiving dow11p11)1llcnt ussistuncc likely results in • higher 
intcr~1. r.ilc o\'erall. Housing ack:nowk-dgcs that not every such prognun h.is this i.x.'11ificution 
requirement. though many do. 
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IJtn the draft audit report fails to acknowledge thm every fl I botmwer already receives an 
"Informed Consumer Choice Duel= Notice," which advi= in part "In addition to an FRA
insuroo mortgage, you may also qu:tlify for oth,.,. mortgago produc'lS offered by your lender. To 
ensure that you are aware of available financing options, your lender has prepared a comparison of 
the l)p ical cosl,. of :iltem.,tive conventional mortgage product(~), n~ing representative loan amotmts 
and oosts. "fbc loan mnounts and cOSIS shown below will vary from your own mortgage loan 
lf'..utsm.·ti<m. You should study the comparison carefully! task qu"8tion5.: ;:md d«Jh.-nnin~ which 
product is best for you." 

Perhaps mo ·t important, '"can: st..:adfast in our co,wi"-1ion lhut th.: borroWlT financing 
examples shown in your draft audit report do not a,;,,-cLir,llely represent the significant positive impa'-1 
to the borrower. Please con ider the following: 

• 11,e Department has empirical data demo1tstrating tlia~ given recent conditions, the-interest 
mte charged for m:I FHA-insured mo11gugc loan with HFA-sponsorOO downpaymeul 
ussistruicc would unlikely be more than 0.5% highcrthru, that which would be nvaihtblc 
without downpa~mont assistance. for each of the pasl five fiscal yelll"S, Housing compared 
intereSI rates on all lfF mortg..<tgc lo..'U1s with govemment-sponsored d0\mpa)111en1 

istance with mortg,.,ge lo:ms with no downpayu1cnt nssistnnce. The :wcmge difference in 
intcn:st rntcs for these two C'-"flarios was lypically less than or cqwil lo 0.25,-o. Please s1.-c 
Attachment A for the m,m,ary data which takes into 3CCOunts all single family 111011gage 
lo.,n for the 2012-2016 fcscal years. 

• ll>e com analysis provided in the draft audit report-in addition lo ha.c;ing co~1 comparisons 
on interest rate difference ofO.S~'O. 0.75%. and 1.00, 0, th ugh the drafi repo1t provides no 
basis for the mugni1udc of suc.:h intcrl.!Sl rJtc di.ffcri!llc~s-fails lo lukc into accounl tho cash 
value benefit oftl,e dou11pa}ment itself, which would liave been provided to the borrower at 
closing, When the c.1.~h benefit of the downp.1}1nent i~ applied for a s.ingle family mortg,tge 
loan with un inl'--r~sl rule that is 0.5,o h.ighcr. Housing calculates the "Total 6--y~n.r '-"OSl to 
bom>wer" to be 2,341 less for bo1TOWtr.< with downp•ymmt nsslshmce . "fbnL is, lhc 
borrower with downpayment assistance receives a net cash benefit of $2,341 over the first 
ix ye.m of the mortgage loan. Please see die co t comparison c.1lcula1ion de,·elopcd by 

Housing ~tuffin All:acluncul B. 

• The example in the draft report assigus a value to "reduced equity" under the 
do\\11paymcnl•il5sistcd example. and Housing acknowledges that the amount of principal 
paid after 6 yea"' is SI ,3 14.47 less. or .9% of the $150,000 purcha.se price. !Jut on a cash 
basis, that amount would only be rtle\'tmt if the borrower were lo sell the property at that 
point-and then subject to changes in property values over that time. On ll cash basis, the 
OPA borrower clearly is advantaged by downpayment nssistance. 

• II is not until lhe last payment of the t t lh year tfo11 tbe borrower w ith downpayment 
a.ssi, lance begins to be in 3 ca.sh-disadvantaged position (by $82.80 on the 
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132nd pa)nm 11). Even at this stage, the difference in owner's equity is less by only 
1.4%, relative lo an unchanged property value of $150,000. 

• Moreover, Housing's best infonnation suggests that the vast majority of borrowers 
choosing a government-sponsored downpayment assLtance program do not have an 
option to rmrcli.1se without downpavment :t'l;sistance. TI1erefore, llo nsins contends that 
the tnic l"quity b,.:uc fit to the borrowl-r is u - 15~0 equity in unow ned home. ruthcr tluut 
O~o equity in a rental accommodation. 

• ll is significllllt that the borro\\Ct \ ith do\, npaymcnt ussistuncc remains in u cash
advant:iged position through 11 years of ownership. because the average term ofa n FHA 
Single Family loan i~ only 6 yeaN-; it would he unu~ual for an HIA homehuyer not to 
have sold his/her home or refinanced the home mortgage prior to the 11-ycar break-even 
point. 

• Ev-.:11 with :m i.nlc-rest rule a full 1qo higJ:1cr tbwt u supposed market ral¢- l10w4:vcr 
unlikely that might he--. '\ borrower with downpayment as..c..i.stance remains in a ca~h
advantagcd po ition until the last pa}1ncnt of'thc 6th year of'thc mortgage. The 
calculalions supporling th.is conclusion are ulso :,ho\\ U in AllacluniJtll 8 . 

Regarding fees suppoocdly ussossod to borrower. to facilitate the downpaymcnt ussi tunc-c 
tranSaction: 

• 1l1e draft audit report contends that borrowers ,vere charged fees that were not reasonable 
nor customary-typical ly in the lllll OUnt of $460 per trnnsaction ( 85 tux scrvic-c fee'; $'225 
bond application fee; and S\50 bond transfer fee). Oased on data Housing has re,·iewed, 
these fees appear to he reac.onahle and cmttomary in downpayment as .. c;islance tran.c;acliotic;, 
satisfying th4: 1K."OO to compt.'11.sute tr.u1Sactiom1I parties wltOS4: a<..1io11s UN uCC\.'SSUI)' to cnsur-i, 
thut U,c mortgage loon compons lo requin.'lllCJlts both ofll,o HFA and of secondary market 
participants whose investing effecti\·ely raises the funds for the downpayment. To 
Housing'• best knowledge, tbcsc fees have been a slandard part of downpayment assi.stancc 
tr:wsuclions daling lxtck to \, hen downp:tyment funds were mised through the sale of 
m0rtgagc revenue bonds-h ence, the naning of such fees as "bond" fees. 

• h1 addition. Housing has no evidence of cases in which FHA borrow,-n actually paid Lho 
ubjcct foes as part of closing OS1S. lkl:uivc 10 the OIG audit of OVA Financial & 

Investment Corp. (NOV ) audit for example, I lousing reviewed not only Lhe 16 loans cited 
by the OIG, but also additional loans originated by OVA and by oU,er HF As in thes an1e 

1 II should be acknowledged that, at the time of the three ex1emal audits conducted by tl,o OIG 
relalive to downpayment assistance, IJ.1\inent of a tax service fee by an FHA-insured borrower was 
prohibited. (ln at prohibition is no longer relevant. und r current FHA guidance.) l\owe,·er, as tl,o 
discw ion note~ HoLLc:;ng does not have evidence at this time that any borrower actually pa.id a tax 
service fee, sine., credits t)pically from the lender were applied to the tax service and other fc;:s. 
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geographic area with downpa)inent assistance. Although the fees were listed as charges lo 
the borrower, ='<lits were provided from the lender or the seUer which explicitly or 
implicitly covered the COSIS of those fees. 

• Thus, not only has I lousing fo1md the subject fees to be reasonable and customary, I lousing 
does not h.,ve evidence specific to any number of cases identified in which borrowers 
uctu:dJy paid such fees from their 0\\11 financial resourc,-s. 

Impact of Downpavment As.,b1an<e to the Mutua l .\fortuce ln.urJnc e (M.\10 fund 

Finally, 1\.--garding the draft rcpcrt' s suggestion d1at HI' -sponsored downpaymcnt assislancc 
progr.uus pose undue risk lo U,o MMI F,wd, please consider the following: 

• Housing maintains that HF -sponsored downp.-i)'ment assistance programs are legal and 
whoU, scpurute und dislinct from the seller-funded assistance programs discussed in the 
draft audit report. Tue report sustains the OJG's assertion dlll1 the HF A-sponsored 
downpayment assislance prog,ams "are similar fO ••• scller-funded downpa)mcnl assista11 e 
[involving] sclli;:r pa~n cuts to a third party. ,,hich providccJ dowupnymcnt assist.u1cc to 
f'HA borrowers. ·100 sclkr tltcn inflated the sales price to recover the downpaymc,u 
assistance." The Dcpanmcnt docs not see the similarity suggested by 1hc OJG. In the case 
of seller--ftmded assi.stan c, financing of the foll principal amount of the downpa)mCnl was 
required and Uicn interest charged over U1c life of tl,e loan for that amount ~, tl,c case of 
dom1pa}1ncnt assistance funded through HFAs, the downpaymcnt finances none of the 
principal an,ount, but the loan may have a . lightly higher than average interest rate charged. 

• Moreo\'er, HF As are entities established by local or state governments for an expressed 
public purpose. lo exp.1nd opportunitie,; for offord.1hle housing, Housing' s bcstinfonnalion 
uggests that the marginally higher interest rate paid by a borrower is for no reason other 

than compc:nsating for the "cost of doing business" by the HF A tlDd the associlllcd parties 
tha1 assist in generating tl1e downpa}inent fimds, from origination to secondary market 
investment; and there is no fraudulent inflation of the home s.1les price or other vehicle that 
pl:ic'CS th, borrower al higl«Trisk. Also, it must be notc-d tlrnl the OA0,1udyci tod by the 
OIG suggesting undue risk to Ute MMI Fund dealt specifically with nooprofit-bascd, sclJcr
fimded do\\11pa)n1et11 assista,-..--e prograni,, not the types of programs administered by 
HFAs. 

• Housing acknowledges that the delinquency and default rates for loans wi1h government
provided downpayment assistance are somewhat higher than comparable rates for die 
owrnll FHA pcrtfolio. FHA ,-onlrols for th.is in ·rcascd risk in uliliznlion of its TOTAL 
scorec..vd~ whi h Malyzes downpayment source in its ncceptable risk detennination. 

• Housing oclmowledges. for ex:unple, dial the E:irly P:1)1110,11 Default (EPD) mies for FHA 
m0t1gag.e loans with govcmment-sponsored downpa}inent assistance have been higher than 
for loons \ ith no su h a.~~istance. ·111ar. being said, EPD rn.tcs have been at historic lows in 
these years. such Ut:11 the pcrccnlugc of new FHA downpuymenl -osslsled borrowers 
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"·ith !!2. E1uly Paynll'nt Dcfou.lt hn.s l'onsistcntly bl.'en above 99% during thi · period, 
rising to nearly 99 .5% in FY 2016. This is well within FHA ' • acceptable risk threshold . 
Plcru c !/iec nachrncnt C for rdcvant data. 

• Siutilarty. the mte of Serious Delinquency on lhe roughly 450,000 loans with govemment
ponsored downpayment assistance in the FIi . loan portfolio is roughly 6.27% as of 

October 2016, admittedly higbcrtban the 4.91 % Serious Uclinquen c:y rote on the total 7.8 
million loans in the portfolio . Again, this is within FHA's acceplableri.sk threshold. 
H01t~ing considers tJ1is in the very posi1i\'I! light that 94% of nD bmmwers pro,idNI loans 
"'ith doo·npayment a.1i8lstance are successful in meeting their ongoing mortgage 
obligations on a continu ing basis. Please sec Attachment D for relevant data. 

• HUD 's credit modeling for the FY2017 budg~t estimate also predicts that loons with 
govenunent downpayment assistance will not negatively impact the r,,[~,fJ Fund. Compared 
with the 0MB di count rate of3. 29%, go, ·ernmcnt dom1pa}lncnt assistance loans have a 
credit subsidy rate ofJ .60%, and all other purchase originations have a rate of4.4I %. As 
U,esc government downp:iym,~,t :issisllwc• loans are a small portion ofFHA's portfolio, the 
overall credit. subsidy rate for FHA originations remains at 4.39%,just 0.02% lower than the 
rate for originations without government-sponsored downpa ment ~sistane:e. 

Co ndusion 

Housing supports the essentia l intent ofl hc OIG in preparing this dr.ift audit report, to 
en ure that our go,·emment-sponsored do\\11pa)1nent n...c;sistance programs are operating in a manner 
which is fully compliant with statul , regulation, and program guidru,ce; arc assisting potential 
homebuyers to secure and ustain the obj ctive of homeownership ; and an:: contributing positively 
to tl1c ~vlt-.U Fund, \Ve tlJ'C 0011.Sidcring C\.'l1ain policy upcfatcs 1lmt will strcngthc.,1 downpuymcnt 
:u:s.islance programs, .1nd 0t1r Management Decision will generally support the Recommencfation.<. 
outlined in your dratl report . However, we believe it is critically important that the audit report 
corr,-ctl r,1>n:scnl the facts about aml legal rcquin.mc'Tlts for HFAdownpa)mCnt assistance 
programs ru; Housing kno\\o'S them to be: aud we offer these comments to ensure that your final 
report will serve both our omccs as efTectivel ns possible. 

\Ve look fonvnn:1 to working with the OIG in our mutual objcdivc to ensure that 
government-sponsored downp.1)111ent assistance progr.un opera.le such th.it they serve our citizens 
by cxparding acccs~ to home buyer credit while ensuring a s11stained MMI I'und going forward. 
'!bank )'OU for the opportunity to comment ou your drufl audit n.--port. We hope these comment s are 
l,elpful as you pn.--pare your fmnl rc1)0rl. 
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ATTACHMENT A 

Average Interest Rate by Fiscal Year (Percent, Foxed Rate Only) 

Endorsemen t Government • 
o.,rrerence between 

NoDPA Governme nt DPA and Year sponso,ed DPA 
NoDPA 

2012 4.09 3.94 0.15 

2013 3 .67 3.60 0.07 

2014 4 .4 1 4 27 0.14 

2015 4 2 1 399 0.22 

2016 4 .12 3.86 0.26 

'l11is table provides the a"i:rag~ intl.!ri.:st mlcs on loans in lh\! [i vc most r\!c.:nt fi ~ca l years for all 
single family FHA•in urcd mortgage loan.<j with govcm 1m:nl• spon sori.:d downpaymcn t assistance 
vs . mortgage loans with no downpa)111cnt assista nce. 
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ATTAC H ME NT B 

·111 enari s below re re:uc the droll audit repon examples related 10 the impac t of 11 FA
sponsor .... -d d0\vnpa)1ncnt ussislu.nc.!. bul dcmonstrntc the signific,mt cash basis ndvmllug~ to 
horrowers receiving downpapnenl :u:si~t,1nce. 

Example 1 

Scenario A- No 
Scenano B With DPA Orffcrence DPA 

Home SaJe Price Amount s 15000000 s 150,000.00 

Interest Rate 3.250% 3750% 

Term 360 360 

Moothlv Pavmenl s 62996 s 67036 

Cash and Eaultv effect of oavme nts over lim• 

Oownruavment s 5,250.00 s s (5,250.00) 

Total interest oaid s 26,470.05 $ 30,693.22 $ 4,223.18 

Prmcipel PBJd in 6 vears (eQuity) $ t8.887. 16 $ 17,572.68 s (1,314.47) 

Total 6 Year Cost to Borrower $ 50 607.20 $ 48 ,265 .91 s (2 3-41.301 

Total 6 vear enmtv 161% 152% 

Total 11 Year Costto Borrower $ 88 ,4-04.72 $ 88,487 .52 $ 

Tota111 vear en1 1WN 28.6% 27.2% 

Example 1 e~i,:mds upon the data provided by the 0 10 in the second co lumn of the examp le on 
page 15 of the draft :mdit report. Ra!-ed on data in the dmft audit example. Housine pre~umes 
!hat the data depic t a mongagc loan amoun t of 144,750 , which. when add d to a $5,250 
downp:i)menl covers a$! 50.000 home ale price . 

While 1he da1a Hous ing has presented in Attachment A would suggest that a 0.5•~ ditlere nce in 
int rest rate would clearly be on the high end of the tme: ra1e: dilJcren c between FHA loans with 
no do\\.llpa)1n,mt as compar.:d to tho~ ,, ith gov~mmen1-sponsor..!d <lownpaymcnt. that l..!vcl of 
intcrc. I rate difference i app lied to be consisten t with the OIO' s example. 

Examp le l shows the effect of factoring in the cost of tl1e down pa)meut, citltcr prov ided by Ute 
borrower when the loan inter t rate i 3.25% or not provided by the borrower (provided by 1he 
IIF financing) wilh an interest r:Uc of J.75~ o. Example I shows clearly tl1a1 the total cost of all 
cru h payments made by the borrower at the end of 6 ycan; is 2~ 1.30 Jes., for the borrow er 
wit h down payment ass is tance. 

It i~ not until the la~t payment of the 11th ye:u-that the borrower with d0\\>11payment a~(;istance 
begins 10 be in a ash-disadvan taged position (by 82.80 on the I 32"d payment). 1::,,en at this 
stage, the difference in owner's equity is kss b) only 1.4°'0. rdat ivc to nu tmclmng..!d propcr1) 
value of 150.000 . 

.90/4 

82 .80 

1.4% 
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It is v , . ignifi ant that the borrowe r wi lh dow npaymcnt as isla.nco remains in a cash• 
advnnlaged p<)si1ion throu gh 11 y<ars of ownen.hip , be at.se the average 1em1 of an FIIA Single 
fa mil y low, is only 6 years: it \\OU!d bo w1usual for an FHA homcb uycr not lo have so ld his/11cr 
home or refinanced the home mortgage J>ri r to the I I-yea r break-e , ·en poi nt. 

F.xampl e 2 

Scenario A - No 
Scenario B With DPA Difference DPA 

Home Sa le Pnce Amount s 150,000 00 s 150,000.00 

Interest Rate 3250% 4 250% 

Term 360 360 

Monthlv Pa Vmeflt $ 62996 s 7 12.08 

Cash and Eauitveffect of oavments overtime 

Oowncavment s 5,250 00 $ s 15,250.001 

Total interest oaid s 26 470 05 s 34,947.18 s 8447 13 

Pnnc•aat o..~KI m 6 vca,s lcourtvl s 1888716 s 16 322.80 s 12 564.361 

Total 6 Year Cost to Borrower $ 50,607 .20 s 51 269.98 $ 662 .77 

Total 6-veor eouitv 16.1% 14.4% 1.7%% 

In F.xample 2, ll mL~in as~esc;ed the most s ignificant suppos ed interest rate diffe rences uegeste d 
by the drat\ aud it report (fourth ohunn in exam pl on page 15)--a full I~• diffc rcnc -.1hh ough 
our L-n1pirit-al data on avcrugc intc~ st rult~ 1his level of rate <lilTi..Tcn ·~ for down pnyrncnl• 
assiste d lonns \\ 0t1ld be highly unu ,-1I. 

A ain using the panmeters in the draft report examp le, Example 2 shows thal it would not be 
uni ii the last pa)111cnl in lhc 6th year of lhe mortgage I hat the borroncr with dow npa)1ncnt 
assist ance would begin to be d isadva111agcd 011 • cash bas is. The difference in owner 's equity at 
this point under 1hi. scenario would onlv he 1.7°0, ba, cd on an unchanged $150.000 property 
vuluc. 

I I 
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ATIACHME TC 

EPD Rates .Purchase Only 

Government Difference between 
Endo rsement Government DPA but no Gov -OPA and 
Fiscal Year DPA EPD No-DPA No-DPA 

2012 086% 99.14% 0.27% 0.59% 

2013 074% 99.28% 0.23% 0.51% 

2014 07 4% 99.28% 0.32% 0.42% 

2015 074% 99 .28% 03 1% 044% 

2016 054% 99.46% 0.23% 0.31% 

The table above provides Housing's best information on risk to the MMI Fund as evidenced for 
new FHA-in~ured homehuyers ove r the p:u:;t five fiscal years. \\lhile it is tme th:lt the rate of 
Early Payme111 Defaults for govemmenl- ponsored downpayment assistance FIIA mortgage 
loans has been higher than for mortga ge loans without downp aymcnt as ·istancc1 both sets of 
£ PD rnh!~ ha, c bl.!t:n ;_1t hh,1oric low~ in tlu .. ~._, yt.!ars. such tlmt the pcr.;1;."11tugc of m;w FHA 
d m"np.~)111ent -nss iste d bon-owers wit h ill!. J~ rly P:aym ent Default lrns consistentl J1 been 
aho,·e 99% durin g thi ~ pe,;od , rising to nearfy 99.5% in FY 2016. 
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ATTACllME TD 

riously Detinquent R.,i•, Fl IA Portfoli o , tatu as of0<.1obor , 2016 

S,.llrr 
ti'unde-d l.:0\emr•e nt-

DQSCalu, (program XoDPA OlhtrDP A sponson'd Overall 
ftmtlnMtNI In DPA 

1009) 
Currt'nl '42.239 S,39<1021 l.l4S. IS9 393.030 6-973,-199 
J0_d>y 6,802 247,108 78.212 2-1.210 356-932 
60_cby 2.871 84.261 28.941 9.047 l2S.120 
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90+ 11,886 266,977 n .114 18,497 J8H7 4 

SDORa t< 18.63% .. u .6•1. 5.80% 6.27% 4.91¾ 

Do\\npoym<n1 Asmlancc Type. SF Forwa,d Loans Only by Endol'!<lll<nl Fiscal Y car. 
data from FHA S~DW on J2,'51.!0J6 

Housing cvalua1cd 1hc key 111 a.sure we use 10 a, c. s ri, k on lhc overall Fl I portfolio of7 .& million 
loan<;, 1h Seriously Dclinqucnl !h i . The table shown provides the lull complement or delinquency 
data for :di loun.s in lhc portfolio u.s of0..1obc-r 20 16. Tho c-riously Dclinquonl ( DQ) ralv foe,= 
on lo.11l'<-across the entire sin le family loan portfolio that are 90+ day~ delinquent and/or 
evidencing a bankruptcy or foreclosure status. 

It is Ln1.; that the DQ mt.; for all singl~ fmnily mortg.ag~ loans \\ ith govc.,"11uni.:11l.-sponsorcd 
downpaymcnt assistai1 • loon i higher than for mOr1&,'.tge lo:m with no downp..1ymcnt assistru1cc 
and for dte portfolio overall. I lowe,·er, die data show clearly that nearly 94% of all borro,,·e,-s 
with go, ,emment -sponsored dmvnpa~·ml'flt assb1am:e do not have nny scriolLt, delinquenc y. 
Hollo;ing i con.Gdent that thi is a level of risk that can be erfectively monitore<I and controlled with 
ongoing policy admini lration. 
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